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ABSTRACT
The present study investigated the emectξ ofcar iovaScular(CV)and cardiO-1 :
percepm mo"r(cPM;e.g.,soccer,hOckey drills)on adOlescent boys(15-17 years
Old)diagIЮsed wiih attention deflc■‐hyperact市壺y disordcr(ADHD)。Attention variables
Tre llleasllred us,g a cOmputerlzed fo・ュ.ofthe Comer's Contllluolls Perforllnallce Test
(CPT)。Ettht mЯle,ADIID ttdents∝ased taking iDSycho¨並imulant lnedications 24 h
prior to cach test sessiono After a practice CPT sessio,was perfornlet stude■S r tllmed
おr threc activty wssbns,collSiStng of30-min ofco■inuollsjoggng(Cり,“e_ttem
sport dr」is(cPlo,Or sedentary study hallo students perforlned folllr CPT tasks per each
sessおL IIIcluding baseline testing,10-mm post,and 60‐mm10St‐activityo RespoIIses
両 re c6mpared to eight ttnle,I10n_ADIID contЮl飢udents FmtChed f r ageo Signiflcant
direrences were fouild between contЮl and ADIID sit eCtS On follr ofseven CPT
Inmures ofattentioL thus suppo■ng the CPT as a llsemlt。。lin as i単Ⅲ3clinicians to
diagnose ADIID.No stninCant interactblls were found to suppo■beneicial effects of
either type ofeliercise on CPT IIleasllrements ofattention for these students.Trends in
data for ADI‐ID indi宙uals imply improvettnts in several variables measured after
partたゎ滋ing in cv sessblls,although these were not■江isttally signiflcan .Only
limited research is available tδ快)gin to determme how exercise attcts ADHDo As   `
mprovements are mde in attentiomlIIleasurement and diagllostic toob,ime resettCh
w」1likely llnveilifexercise can play an mpo■antrob as an ttunctiVe therapy for
ADI‐ID。■К present study however,does little to support a postion that CV or CPM
exercise,as usd●thiS Study,is e3bctive as a therapeutおIlllodal■y for boys wih ADIID。
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INrRODUC■ON
‐Kention deflcit/hyperacti宙y disorder(ADIIID)is a persistent pattem of
inattentbn and/or hyperacti宙ty…unpuls市ity that tt nlore ttquent and severe than is
typically olserved h indi宙duals at a∞mpiable bvel ofdevebpnlent"(Amertan
Psychiatit AssocttiOL 1994)ぎAs mny as50%ofchild psychiatric ρhents are
diagllosed宙th solllle fom ofattention deflc■,widlthe dおrder much nlore,revalent in
males than tmales(CantWeL 1996).The dbbgy ofADI‐ID is‐ttЮv町
“
weVer,
postive respottes ofthese ind市iduals to central.neⅣous system(CNS)並imulant
medication suggest.catccholaminc abnorlnalties(CantwelL 1996)。Urine,plasmap and
cerebral spinal■uid mdies have showll abllomal catecholamine levels,prllnarily the
metabolites ofdopalme and norepinephrine(Htt Omitz,&Hariharan9 1996;Volk9w
et泣,1998)。コにre iS also evidellce to support denc■s ofacti宙ty h th ,ontal and
parietal centcrs ofthe brain h those diagnosed with ADID(AmL Robeis,&
PemingtoL 1998;Ross,Hon■■er,Breiger,Varley,&Radant,1994;Silberstein c・il al。,      ´
1998).Interestingly,recent research in llon―huIIlall prmates dellllonstrtted that
llorepmephrine enhanced cognltive hnctioning in the pre■ontal ortex(Amst t Ste re,
&Hunt,1996).Thereゃre,■WOuld apFDear that increasng catecholammeiκti宙ty wihin
the brat whether natllrally or lnedicinally,in the ttontal and parietal brain centers would
ennce attention span in ind市iduals w IADHD。
Ш
“
lation to exercおe,thereおa subttantial body oflierature accounting for an
hcだise h hain catecblamines during and aner submximal and mxIInalL
cardiovaScular(CV)exercisё■the“Юrlllal''population oism 1997;Kobayas軋
Ⅲ 1990;Rowland,1996;Wilber,Moratt,scott,Lce,&Cuclko,199o.¶にre is also
evidence to suggestthat CV exercise greater than ten―utes has a posi市e t ct on
cogmtive働
“
tbn(Aks,199驚McNaughton&=Gabbard,1993)。,inCё■おtheorized that
the orig●ofADIIIDおpossibly related to catecholamine abllo―li おs t at resu■in solne
cognitive d9■cis,■Seemed pmdentto bok mher into the research perforlned in the
t     area ofexercise and the ADIIID population.                                      ・
Exercise research is limited in regards to the ADID popinlatioL but there are
SOIIle Studies that lay good fomdation for ftther work in this arett One particular study
showed that boys wih learning disabil■ies Ⅲp oVed perforlllllance ontests ofattention
anel per6_g perceptlla卜Inotor tasks∈〕yL ByL&Rosenthal,1989).The ettcts of
contlllllouS eXettise:On coglt市e nction in ADIIID have been studied with'sorlle
suppotting evidence that there may be a posit市ee■ct ofexercise(Cran,1983;EIsot
1981;Gering,Bi,hOp,&We飩,1992)。`UnCOnventbllar'therapies dfdiet and exercise
are Onen suggette4 fOr childrenand adoLscents withADIID(Wo■ aiCL 1997),while
testlllnonia1 0videncc has been given to suggest that partlcipation in sports has a
`inornlalLing ettct"on children mth ADI‐ID oecker&VOege,1992;HLdo■1999)。
Unfort―tely,thereお llo empttical evidere to suppO■th se clal鵬。■」s cllrrent study
was perforlned to bok atthe e■cts ofexercis  on attention in ind市iduals w h ADHD。
Fttherlnore,based on above studies,ifcardiovascular exёise alone has all erect on
.     3
attention span in those with ADHD,would percepm卜n10tOr cardiovascular exercise
ennce attention mher?
Scope ofPЮbbm
.Ths study exatlllmed the relatiollship between CV and cardio‐per∝pttd llnotor
(CP10 exercise on attention in indi宙duals dit OSed withADIID.As areference,
ADIID sutteCtS Were∞mpared to noIL‐ADHD∞ntЮl sutteCtS.
Attention was lllleaSllred llsing the Colllller's Continuous Perfornlance Test(CPT;
sonware veision 3.1;ToЮnto,Ontan ,Canadan・ms is  computerlzed testthat requires
the suttect tO pressthe space bar ofa keyboard whenthey sec any letter except the Ltter
`T'on the computer nlonltor. TЪ letters appear at variolls intervals in the center ofthe
monitor Kranging±om lto 4s)。The tett was taken prior to the exercise condtiolls and
two times aner(at 10,and 60…mm post_exerclse〉The●T lllleasllreζ th  f011owing
attentbnal characterisths(→errO S OfOmissbL o)reaCtbn time3,(c)∞llSiStency,as
expressed in tertlls ofstandard error for respoIIsとtO ta gets,and(o Changes in response = 
｀
speed 9ver tllne.
Statement ofProblem        :
The relatbllship ofth erects ofacute exercise on boys diagllosed宙th ttDIID
was examined.The p明
"se was to ident崎
′slgniflCant changes h attention as a resll■of
・ acute exercise.Fmher,tO assess rtheサ
"。
f Xercおe ulvo市颯 CV VS.CPM,has a
dittrent impact on cOgmt市e perforlnance.Accordingly,the data∞lbcted t m the CPT
were analyzed in all attempt to alwer the fouowing question:Does exercise have a
beneflcial ettct on attention in those with ADI‐ID?
Hypothesis
The following null hypotheses were made:
!
l. Acute bouts of CV and CPM exercise will have the same effect on CPT
entional scores in ADHD subjects as non-ADHD controls.
2. Acute bouts of CV and CPM exercise will have the same effect on the
CPT test for attention as no physical activity.
, Assumptions of Study
The following assumptions were made for the purposes of this study:
l. ' The CPT is valid instrument for identifying attention pioblems in those
with clinibally identified attention deficits compared to the general
population
2. The subjects clearly understood the test directions and were capable of
executing these actions.
The following definitions clariff the meaning ofterms used:
1. Hit Reaction Time (RT): the mean response time (in milliseconds) for all
tugetresponses over all six time blocks (Conners, 1995).
2. Hit Reaction Time Block Cbange @T-BC): the slope of cbange in
reaition times over the six timd blocks (Conners, 1995).
3. Hit Reaction Time Inter-stirhulus Interval Change @T-ISI): the slope of
change in reaction times over the three inter-stimulus intervals (1,2, nd
4 s; Conners, 1995).
4. Hit Reaction Time Standard Error (SE): the consistency ofresponse i 
.
times, expressed in terms of sandard error for response to targets
, (Conners,1995).
5. Hit Standard Error Block Change (SE-BC): the slope of change in
reaction time standard erors over the six time blocks (Conners, 1995):
6. Hit Standard Error Inter-stimulus Interval Change (SE-ISI): the slope
of change in reaction time standard errors over the three ISI's (Conners,
lees).
7. Inter-stimulus Intervals (SI): the time interval between the display of
each letter. The ISI varies between I and 4 s throughout the test (Conners,
tees).
8. Omission Errors (OE): the number of targets to which the person did not
respond (Conners, I 995).
Delimitations of Study
The following were the delimitations ofthis study: 
i
1. This study involved only male subjects N: 10 between the ages oi15
and 17 years. '
2. Attention variables were investigated only within the confines ofthe
definitions outlined and the instrument that was used (e.g., the CPT).
3. OnIy two specific tlpes of exercise were used: continuous nrnning and
perceptual motor activities.
Limitations・ofStudv
■F folbwing were the hitations ofthis study
l. The resu■s ofthis mdy may only apply to adolescCht males who are
COllSidered sL亜lar to the suttects inthis ttudy.
2. The resu■s ofthis山直y may only apply to the variabbs IIlleasured by the
CPT.
3。  ■Ю resu■s ofthis mdy are hmited to the exercises perforIIled by the
SutteCtS in this study.
6
Chaptcr 2
uVIEW OF LITERATUu
. The purpose of this investigation was to observe the effects of exercise on
attention of adolescent boys with ADHD. In this review of literature, the following topics
are iliscussed: (a) definition of ADHD, (b) etiology of ADHD, (c) physiological and
cognitive response td exercise, (d) exercise effects on ADHD, and (e) summary.
Definition of ADHD
ADHD is a persistent pattem of inattention and/or hyperactivity-impulsivity that is
more frequent and severe than is typically observed in individrlals at a comparable level
of development (American Psychiatric Association, 1994). Diagnosis of ADI{D is
primarily through behavioral criteria set by the American Psychiatric Association from
the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV). The criteria,
related to attention, include the following inattentive behaviors:
(l) Six (or more) of the following symptoms of inattention have persisted for at least
. 
6 months to a degree that is maladaptive and inconsistent with the developmental
levOl:
(a) often fails to give close attention to details or makes careless
mistakes in schoolwork, work, or other activities(b) often has difficulty.sustaining attention in tasks or play activities(c) often does not seem to listen when Spoken to directly(d) often does nbt follow through on instructions and fails to finish
schoolwork, chores, or duties in the workplace (not due tb
oppositional behavior or failure to understand instiuctions)(e) often has difficulty orgbnizing tasks and activities(0 often avoids, dislikes, or is reluctant to engage in tasks that require
sustained mental effort (such as schoolwork or homework)(g) often loses things necessary for tasks or activities (e.g., toys, school
assignments, pencils, books, or tools)
7
①  お0■en easily distracted by extraneous strluh      
‐
①  ぉ。nen forgetm in daily acti宙tics
CllrrentけthC DSM―Ⅳ crite五亀along宙i teacher and parcnt ac∞Шts ofa child's、
bem姉r,暉the primry guidelines for diag■losing an attention deflci due to the lack of
an Ottective diagnostic test.Ongoing research htt been foしusing on the pathophysiol gy
ofthe disorder,which lЩy ult mately assist psycho10gists h diagnosing ADHD InoFe
accurately.
Etio
The exact etiology ofADHD is―owIL HOWeVer,research points to c∝ebral
anatoIIllcal and catecholamine abno―lities s potential causa1 1"torS(CantWeⅡ,.1996;
Amm,Roberts,&PenmgtoL 1998).BefOre dおcllssing th se abno―lities,the llomal
attentional syttem win be addressed to be■er un e ttan he pathophysbloghaltheories
mderlying ADD。
Variolls brain centers interact and caw out dire"nt attentional mctiolls,as
noted ibm studies usng positron elnlssion tolnography,cET)sCaFIStO ndy bbOd flow
to the brain eosner&PeterseL 1990)。Le authors divided thesσtttblls into the
fouowing three subsysteIIIs:(1)viSual ol■ntationofsthluL(2)deteCtiOn ofsignals for
COllSCbllS processng← .g"processing language),and O)mintaining an ale■KVigilant)
曲te(eoL"the ability to prepare and sustain alertiless to proce∬high prbrity signals)。
The primry brain cettrs de■fed wi h these systellls are the thalamus and parietJ
cortex for onentatioL mid―line'ontal areas for detectЮn9 and th  nght cerebral
hemisphere for alerting(CohCn et al。,1988;PeterseL FoL Posner,MintЩ&Raichle
1988)。Animal studLs have also showllthat a nucblls in the i山耐e狸caned the bcus
ceruleus (LC) plays a major role in attention'(Aston-Jones, Shipley, Ennis, Williams, &
Pierbone, 1990). This hucleus is the origin ofmost norepinephrine (NE) pathways inthe
brain Neurons usrng NE as their neurotransmitter project from the LC along pathways to
the cerebral cortex, limbic system, and the spinal cord. It has been suggested that
catecholamine disturbances, primarily NE and epinephrine (EPD pathways within the LC,
cause disruption in the attentional system (Ptiszka McCracken, & Maas, 1996;Posner &
Petersen, 1990), thus causing attentional problems in children- Furthennore, studies
using imaging techniques have shown activity and size deficits in the aforementioned areas
of the brain in children with ADHD @oss, Hommer, Breiger, Varley, & Radant, 1994;
Silberstein et al., 1998).
datecho lafrnine Abno nnalit ies
Research on CNS medications and their effects on catecholamine concentrations
have produced speculation about possible catecholamine ibnormalities in individuals with
ADIID. CNS stimulant medications, such as methylphenidate (MP; e.g., Ritalin) and
dextroamphetamine (DX; e.g., Dexedrine) are widely preScribed to lessen the symptoms
of inattention and hyperactivity in those with ADHD. In testing the effects of DX and MP
on plasma NE levels, there is evidence that NE plays a role in the qrrrptomatology of
ADIID @lia et aL,1990). This research showed increases in plasma NE with the use of
MP, while DX lowered urinary and plasrna levels of 3-methory-4-hydrox5phenylglycol
(MIIPG; an intracellular metabolite of NE) and whole body NE turnover. In other words,
these medications affect plasma NE levels differently, yet both increase attentiori span.
The question then arises; do NE levels diher between normal and ADHD subjects within
the CNS?
10
Research reveals conflicting evidence as to whether or not NE levels of ADHD
lrr6ividt ali fe higli.:r or lower thannon ADHD. Significantly lower baseline values of
plasrna (Halperin et al., lggT)and urinary (Hanna Ornita & Hariharan, lgg6)MHPG
lelels in children with ADTID were measured. Although no control subjects were used for
baseline measurements, the study performed by Halperin and colleagues found no
relationship between plasma MIIPG levels with parent/teacher ratings of behavior or CPT
measufements of attention and impulsivity. Two other studies found that chihren with
'ADIID excreted higher levels of urinary metabolites of norepinephrine (Rogeness et al.,
1989; Pliszka, Maas, Javors, Rogeiress, & Baker, Igg4). Since urinary concentrations of
irrtfC are not a sensitive indicator of circulating NE levels, these types of measurements
are questionable as-indicators to differentiate betWeen ADHD and non-ADHD.
(Molemarl Tuleru Blankestiin, Man in't Veld, & Boomsm4 1992). AlthoughNE
imbalance may be related to the qanptomatology of ADHD, what may be important is
how it reacts with other catecholamines. This has led to the study ofother possible
catecho lamine abnormalities.
Recent research pinpointed an increase in dopamine transporter (DAT) density,
whichregulates the concentration of dopamine (DA) wilhin the nervous systenr, as a
problematic behind ADHD @ougherty et al., lggg). Additionally, a PET
study concluded that oral MP. is effective in blocking DAT (Volkow et al., 1998). This
study concluded that weight-adjusted doses of MP are likely to occupy more than 50% of
DAT, thus increasing the synaptic concentration ofDA. In an investigation using gene
knockout techniques in mice, when the DAT gehe was knocked out, hyperactive behavior
was observed (Giros, Jaber, Jones, Wightmarr, & Caroq 1996). Using these knockout
lt
mice, the neurotransmitter serotonin was found to also play a role in hyperactive behavi6r
(Gainetdinov et al., 1999). In this study, medications that increased serotonergic
neurotransmission reduced hyperactive behavior in these mice. Although there are
similarities between the behavior of these mice and individuds with ADHD, this evidence
has yet to be supported by research on humans. It does support the theory that multiple
neurotrdnsmitters are likely involved in the syrnptomhtology of ADHD.
Pliszka and colleagues (1996) introduced the role ofmultiple neurotransmitters as
a causal factor of ADHD. The model incorporates a role for EPI, which affects LC firing,
and, the phyiiological peripheral adjustments (e.g., heart rate and blood pressure) needed
to elicit a response to environmental stimuli. It also includes dysfirnction in the DA-
mediated anterior system that causes behavibr that characteristic of children with ADHD.
Cerebrospinal fluid studies found that levels of serotonin, NE, and metabolites of DA
positively correlate with behaviors of aggression and hyperactivity (Castellanos et al.,
1994), which further supports multiple neurotransmiffer abnonnalities.
In summary, factors associated with ADHD have been ideritified at a
neurochemical level" which include DA and NE deficiencies and serotonin
neurotransmissionproblems. As a whole picture, it is more Iikely that the complex
neurotransmitter interactions within the brain centers identified with attentional function
could be the cause ofthe disorder.
Frontal and Parietal Lobe Abnornialities
The frontal lobes are believed to play a major role in performing executive
functions, such as planning and implementing goal-oriented strategies, controlling
impulses, inhibiting domirurnt responses, shifting and maintaining strategy sets, and
12  ・
。地aniZing and Ⅲ bnlenting search ttategtS(StuSS&BellsoL 1984).Similaritゃs haVe
been obseⅣed for the behaviors ofinattentiveness,impaired respollse inhibiioL and
excessive reilcssness and dinactibility in patients with魚)n allobe dおorders and children
withADHD σ′eviL 1938;MesulaL 1981).The parietal cortex is the pnmary cortical
regЮn respollsible for integrating sensory mput hm visual reglons ofthe brain as weu as
お m other sensory areas(Amn etal。,1998).nis regiOL partlclJЯrly the posterior
parieta co■(、ぉessential for accllrate visua■y guid d lnotor activity and for spatial
perception and attention(ハ山m et al。,1998;Pllrves et aL,1997).PerCeptual and
attentbnal de■■s have been obseⅣd inpatients withright parietallobe Lsblls ellrves
et江,1997)。Ttthniques such as brain imgng and neuropsychobgicaltetts have been
llsed to examine the nellroanatomy9 blood flow,and lnetabolisln ofthe parietal and ttontal
bbes in rclatbn to IIlotor ability and behavioral respollses in individ1lЯk宙th ADIID:
Studies llsmg・― gn  techniques have suggested that nellr6anatolnlcal and bralln
bbod“w abno―lities(Lou,Henrikson9&BrubL 1984;Lou,HcllriksoL BruL&
NblseL 1989;Silberttein et al。,1998),partlC1lbrけin the ttontd and right parieta bbes,
may contJttte to ADHD spptomatobgyo NeuroanatoIIllcal direrences between
individu,lq with and without ADI]D have been obseⅣed llsing mgn tic resollance
imging(MM),WhiCh dおplaye  all a_etry Ofthe caudate nucLus(a po■iOn Of he
basd ganglia thatおcolllllected to the prettontal∞i tt Hynd et dっ1993).In thiS Stty,
雌 Ltt region was sm■er than the right,宙th t e reverse tme for control childreno More
recent軌並udbS llSing MRI showed the anterior伝)ntt  caudate,and gbbus panidus
regiollls were Smller in an ADI‐ID group compared to controb(Aylward et al.,1996;
Casteuanos et al.,1996)。TheSe tties have provided evidence to supportthe theorles of
t3
regional neuroanatomical differences between ADHD and non-ADHD individuals-
Further imaging techniques have identified differences in cerebral glucose
metabolism and blood flow tietween'trcrmal" and ADHD individuals. Lowered cerebral
blood flow (Lou et al., 1984;Lou et al., 1989) in frontal lobes and caudatqstriatal regions
of the brain were m€asured using emission-computed tomography in children with ADHD
at rest. These hypoperfirsed regions were ameliorated by the administration of MP.
Z,ametkrnet al. (1990) found that adults who had ADIID symptoms persisting since
childhood, but never treated with limulant medication, showed rbduced cerebral 
glucose
metabolism relative to non-ADHD adults in the prefrontal and right posterior parietal
regions. This was further supported with a PET scan study (7anrrcth,tnet al., 1993) that
showed decreased glucose metabolism in the left anterior frontal lobe in adolescents with
ADIID. Although regional glucose metabolism was found to differ in ADHD (n: l0)
-compared to controls (n : l0), global and absolutd measures of metabolism were the same
between groups in this stirdy. Although MRI and pf,f 5sans give a pictorial view of the
differences between ADHD and norrnal populations,"tests of frrnction help to further
zupport these differences.
Ddcreased speed of prefrontal neural processing in children with ADHD was found
using steady state visually evoked potentials while performing a CPT (Silberstein et al.,
1998). Perforrnance of ADHD boys on frontal and parietal lobe tasks-both on and off
stimulant medication supported both frontal and parietal lobe deficiencies, with frontal
deficits appearing the most.(Aman et al., 1998). Results from an eye movement task
(Ross et al., 1994) did support that the primary deficit ofADHD is dfficulty in inhibition
of response, which may be associated with pathology located outside the prefrontal
.t4
cortex. Right hemispheric hypo arousal was firther supported when ADHD childrenwere
given a line bisectioh taslq in which the children bisected lines significantly further to the -
right than controls (Sheppard, Bradshaw, Mattingley, &Lee,1999). The authors found
that test results normahzed,whenthe subjects were taking MP. One study failed to
significantly support the frontal lobe theories, using neuropsychological tests of frontal
lobe function @arkley, Grodzinsky, & DuPaul 1992). However, theie resuhs are
questioi.rable because of a small subject pxiol, arid because the tests on youqg subjects were
derived from literature on adult neuropsychology.
In"summary, although the direct physiological cause has not yet been definitely
' established for ADHD, the evidence is clear that neurotransmitter function along with
regional anatomical abnorrralities are associated with the symptomatology of ADHD. The
physiological mechanisrs involved in ADHD are impoitant to understand in order to
improve diagnosis and treatment of the disorder.
Physiological and Cognitive Responses to Exercise
Neurotransmitter and brain activity changes bave been documented as a result'of
physical exercise, in both chronic and acute exercise conditions. Additional work has
suggested a causal link between how these physiological respons€s affect cognitive
functioning Within tumaq @tnier et al., 1997'). It is the neurotrarsmitter and'brain
activity changes during exercise that leads to the possibility of using physical activity as a
treatment modality for ADHD
Exercise Effects on Brain Activiii. Catecholamines. and Blood Flow
As discussed previouslS there is a relationship between catecholamine levels, their
interactions within the CNS, and the etiology.ofADllD. Furthermore, stimulant
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111edtatblls knowllto decrease LtteractiVity and increase attention span hvehtabL
direrences h pLЫM catecholamine leveb and petion ofbbod to the brttL h the
fouowing SectbL exercise studbs that have also shown simihr ettcts win be discussed.
Alteratiolls in opioid receptor occupancy9 serotorm,EPI,and NE levels have been'
observed h acute bouts ofexercise,IEl bOth h―n and anima 耐ies.Plasnla
catecholamine leveb ofpatbnts with asthm were studied against∞ntrob during acute
exercise at 70%bfpredicted maxim1 02 co―ptiOn c10by器軋 1990).BOth groups
had shap risesin NE and EPI one―ute Jler a 4-min exercise penod,which was
perforlned holllrly for 3 h LeveL dropped back to basёlin  10-min tter each exercおe
sessbL although the ettd may have been nlore bng lasting with greater exercise
duration or l面血t a―go Two hours ofswim―tres  altered opЮid receptor occupancy m
the caudate region ofthe rat brain(SfOrzo,Seeger,Pert,Pe■,&DotsoD.1986)。As th
caudate regЮn ofthe brain has been linked to attention deftis,m terlns ofdecreased ‐
bbod ttw and size,■おconceivable that receptor mcDdiEcation may O∝llr in exercぶng
h―ns as we」L Thus,exerclse tty lead to erects similar to that ofCNS stimulant
llledication.
Training studies have observed llotable increases h CNS catecholamine acti宙ty。
Trained rats(llsing wheel―ing)experienced NE increases in the pons medunt hntal
co■ex and hippocampus,as wem as protection agant depletion ofNE leveb in tt LC in
respolllse to footshoct compared to baseline nleasurenlents(pぉ咆 1997)。Also宙th
wheel―ing,MIIPG bveb increased inthe hntd cO■ex and hippocamplls ofrats
omL Reigle,Youngstedt,A―Ю鴫,&DおL回電 1996).Thehuttrs ofthis study
Sttge■ed that metabolism ofNE tt increased h ascending brain m山叩 色おteminal
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areas (e.g., LC) fromtraining (e.g., treadmill running). Further, an eight week cycling
shrdy, using 19 human subjects, produced increases in both resting and post-exercise
plasmaNE activity, compared to pre-training measurements @oehlman & Danforth,
l99l). Thus, the training-induced increase in CNS catecholamine activity appears to
occir in the sarne catecholamine-deficient areas of those with ADIID.
In another study, rats trained to perform iir an acrobatic condition (obstacle
course) had greater synapses/neurons in cerebellar and motor cortex as opposed to rats in
voluniary exercise (wheel running), motor control (course without obstacles), and inactive
conditions (Kleim et al., 1998). Jin (1989) studied changes in NE, EPI, DA5 and serotonin
during Tai Chi. Urine analysis demonstrated increased NE during the sessions; with no
change in EPI, Dd or serotonin. In this study, liowever, less depressioq anger, tensiorl
and state anxiety were reported on the profile of mood states questionnaire following
exercise. Therefore, no apparent relationship was found between neurohans
measurements and psychological states in this study. As reviewed earlier though, urine
studies have produced varying results in measuring catecholamine levels. This study
stiggests a possible change in various mood states thdtmay be independent of
catecholamiie respgnse. Rather, niood may be related to the precise movements involved
ih Tai Chi, which rnay affect synapses/neurons, as suggested in the study by'Klrcim et al.
(1998). Fromthese studies, it could be suggested that perceptually challenging exercises
,may produce important physiological responses that are not apparent with more traditional
CV-type exercise.
cerebral blood flow (Moraine'et a1.,, t9931and mean blood flow velocity
increased during dynarnic exercise as a function of exircise intensrty below the anaerobic
t7
threshold (Jiang et aL, 1995). At higher intensities, cerebral blood flow was not elevated
as much (Moraine et aI., lgg3),but was still greater than baseline values. Iir a related
study, the effects of arm exercise in children with spina bifida was researched, and exercise
increased blood flow through the lungs. This allowed for greater oxygen diffirsion to the
brain and resulted in more effective cerebral activity, as measured by an increase in
peripheral vision tests after six minutes of exercise (Krebs, Eickelberg, Krobath, &
Baruch, 1989). It is difficult to meaSure blood flow activity during physical activity
compared to medication studies that used PET scan and MRI. What these studies do
suggest is the potential for exercise-induced increases in blood perfusion to regions of the
brain similar to that seen with stimulant medication in individuals with ADHD.
Exercise Effects on Cognitive Function
It bas been suggested that an increase in cerebral blood flow is beneficial to
cognitive function as a result of increased nutrients to the brain (ChodzJco-7.ajko,1991).
- On this premise, there have been a number of studies that have investigated the
relationship between exercise, cognitive functioning, and reaction time (RT). The findings
, have been widely contradictory. In a meta-anat rr:"1 review of 134 studies, Etnier et al.
(lg9|)suggested that exercise and fitness have a small positive effect on cognitive
performance, although the authors cautioned that quasi.experimental designs might have
limited this conclusion A sarnpling of theie, and other, studies are described 5elow.
Attentional narrowing during exercise has been measured in terms of RT, in which
exercise intensrty has been observed to have an effect. Sparrow & Wright (1993)
observed that iubjects experienced progr6ssive effects on RT d*rq a six-min bench step
activity with heart rates QIR) beyo'nd 145 beats per minute (bpm), while decrements in RT
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were noted with I{R between 115 and 145. Attentional perforrrxlnce during cycling has
shown that subject RT to central visual stimuli (Satnela & Ndoye, 1986) and visual search
performance (Allard, Brawley, Deakiru & Elliott, 1989) was quickel at higher intensities
(at 60 andTlYo ofmaximal workload). A replication of the Salmela & Ndoye (1986)
study, hlwever, was unable to show attentional narrowing as exercise intensity increased
(Cote, Salmela, & Papathanasopoulq 1gg2). Atthough these studies.offer valuable
information on the relationship between exercise and cognitive function, they measured '
cognitive performance during exercise rather than an immediate or long-term result of
exercise.
Post-exercise cognitive effects have been studied with varying results in relation to
exercise intensrty and duration Tsorbatzoudis, Barkoukis, Danis, & Grouios (1998) were
unable to support the notion that moderate (30-min cycling) or high intensity (5-mi"
cycling) exercise influences cognitii,e performance tests @T and continuous attention)
post exercise from baseline measurements. Although there were pre- and post-test
differences fol RT and continuous affention, there were no significant differences between
test and control groups. Contrary to this, Aks (1998) found that 10 minutes of low-
exertion (cycle ergometer at 65% workload) and high-exertion (cycle ergometer for 8-min
at 65%o workload plus 2-min at 85o/o) exercise resulted in quicker response times and
fewer errors in visual search in moderately fit adult subjects. Trained athletes also
performed better on complex cognitive tasks after 60-min of cycling (ergometer)'at75%o
ofmaximal capacrty (Horgervorst, Reidel, Jeukendrup, & Jolles, 1996). Varying exercise
durations were studied in relation to math performance in sixth graders. Sigfficantly
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higher math scores were achievedごter 30 and 40-―ut s ofIIloderate ntensity walking
=h comparlson to 20-min ucNaughten&Gabbard,1993).
In sun■maんvanolls tts,durations,and mtensities ofexercise produce
physiobgおaland cognitive changes in hmans and animls.Physiobgお賞 ,theFeおa
lloradrenergおr spollse,in which thereおa great  t―over ofcatecholamine activity
within the systellL Fmhernlore,there is alllncrease in cerebral blood flow durmg
exercise,although bss so m high_intellsけexeКおe,and there are implicatblls that
perceptuab Chanenging acti宙ties have an efFect on physbbghal activity,thus erecting
nlood ttateso Research regarding cognitive erects ofexercおe b ll clear du  to
expe―ntal desぃ,but there is evidence tb suggest that exercise pos■ively arec s
cognitive nctioL partお1lbrly on tasks that llleasure attentio■
EJRcts ofExercise on S理型興塑Ш墨聟竺壁⊆型堕
To date,there has been a handml ofresearch ttudying the e■cts ofex rcおe on
ADHD.Most ofresearch colllleS■Om unpub ished works,doctoral dissertatiolls,CNS
medicationresearcL or pOpulatiolls with similar general characteristics as obseⅣed in
those with ADHD←.g。,hyperact熱、leaming disabled).TestimOnial statements tte
量om parents and educators advocating posiive erects ofexercise have also been ttde
のeCker&vOege,1992;Higdon9 1999)。MediCal and psychiatric professionals Onen
r∝o―end spo■ and exercおe as part ofa multi―nLOdal appЮach for therapeutic treatlllent
ofADIID KAlexander,1990;Wo■aicL D.
There L inconclus市e evidence regardtt the erect ofcv exercおe on tests of
cognitive i“tion forpersolls withADIID and related dおorders.h an acute ёxercおe
■uけ,Cran(1983)fomd nO immediate erect on cognitive perfo―nce after duratiOlls of
i0, 1, 5, and l0 minutes on a cycle ergometer for hyperactive and nonnal troys (ages 7-10).
As previously discussed, a longer duration of exercise may be needed to increase
perfonnance on tasks of cognitive function Williams (1990), on the other hand, fo;d
positive, althougli not statistically signfficant, effects of exercise on math performance and
attention (time-on-task) during seated math work on school-dge children with ADHD (8-
l1 years old). Res0lts showed that exercise breaks increased time'on-task by 107o with
no detriment to academic achievement. The duration, tlpe, or intensity ofthese breaks is'
unknown.
Studies have shown that jogging reduces class disruptions (AXarU 1980), attention
span, and hyperactivity (Bass, 1985) for learning disabled subjects. Joggtng also appeared
to mimic low doses of CNS stimulants in three of four 9 to l0-year-old hyperactive boys
involved in an individualized l0-week training progam, 3-times per week (Elsorn, 1981).
These subjects sh'owed significant enhiincement of auditory and visual attention, and
teacher-rated hyperactivity decreased. However, a case siudy conducted by Silverstein
(lgg4) found that jogging for 20-min (with 90-s rest breaks every s-min) failed to reduce
IIA behavior when compared to the same subject usrng MP alone. This study, however, 
,
was inconSistent in number ofjogging days per week (due to same subject control days,
weekends, holidays, and sick days) and was based on one 3-year-old boy who appeared to
dislike the exercise condition This possibly resulted in negative behaviors.
The DSM-IV criteria for diagnosis still remain the primary guideline to diagnose
the disorder, ,Sfog controlled, experimental ADHD research challenging, but two
exercise studies were perfonned using a slightly larger subject pools and focusing on DSM
ADHD diagnosed Subjects. Becker (1997) compared the effects ofexercise to the use of
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MP on tests of attention She found that children with ADHD who took MP performed
comparably withthose who exercised and took an MP placebo on only ore measur"L"rt
of attention (standard block cbange). As reseaich in the area of etiology of ADHD
becomes more foctrsed on brain dopaminergic systims, recent research attempted to
measure dopaminergic responses to exercise in ADHD children (Tantillo, Kesick, Hynd, &
Dishma& 2OO2). Tantillo et aL measured changes in spontaneous blink rates (SBR) and
acoustic startle blink response (AS!R), which correlate with dopamine levels in the
caudate nucleus and dopamine receptor densrtj,, respectivOly. Moderate intensity (65 -
75%peakoxygen uptake) exercise, at various durations (5 -25 miU matched for duration
ofmgirnal exercise test) did not support exercise producing a signfficant dopaminergic
response from baseline. Since the neuroanatomical and neurochemical differences in
ADIID individuals continue to remain a mystery to scientists, it is possible that measrning
dopaminergic response is not a sufficient way to m€asure improvements in ADIID
characteristics after exercise. Both the Becker (1997:) and Tantillo et al. (2002) studies
had trends in data that favored exercise-induced enhancements on measurements of
attention, but neither study were able to provide adequate evidence to support this
hypothesis.
In relation to exercise intensity, vigorous aerobic activity (tIR >130 bpm)
significantly reduced maladaptive behaviors (e.9., aggressiorg loud vocalizatioq property
destruction) in six autistic aid mentally retarded subjects, compared to mild and no
exercise conditions @lliott, Dobbin, Rose, & Soper, 1994). Although these studies have
provided some evidence that exercise has a therapeutic.effect on attention on individuals
with ADIID, the small Subject pools used preclude a definite conclusion
Children with leaming disab正ties(Onen assoclatёd With ADIIID)appear t6 have
abno―lities in sellsory nte3Tation abilities,Whch may arect devebpnlent of
ooordmtbn nee¨d fOr_y tasks(SVeistmp,Burtner,&Woouaco悦,1992).Btt B光
・&Rosenthal(1989)∞mpared a two―week tra―ge■ct ofcardiovascul肛20-Ⅲ Of
―
g at ЩttЮWn intelllsityp,mth vestibular exercおe(``mOnttt visua1 0r aud■ ory tasks",
e.g.,thЮtt and catching bab,∞wutatiOnal tasks,word―deming tasks,longue
twisters,motoric copying,puzbs,and ottcct mmingn on lea―g‐disabled s lЮol―age
"yS,pttiCularly with problellls m reading and inattentio■
俎er training,the greatest
gallls were mde h attentbn and reading ab的,but signifcantけS00nly in the vettibular
exercおe group.L was ttated that the ted was administered“L証
“
diatey,狙er the 10‐
dayperiod,but specincs were llot glven as lo whether orllot t was lmlnediateL one
holllr,orone dγ ttei the last exercise sessbL According to previollsヶmentbned
literame On pOst‐exercise∞gnltioL the penod oftime h which post‐ tests were
administered tty have afFected the resu■s.Fmher,a wO_week period ofCV training
叫 y have been inadequate tO have a tra―g rect.
BIshop(1995),in referring to an earlier unpublished work ofhis,conchded that
creative dance was assoclated with avorable outcolnes for one student v″th ADHDo Thi
resu■ed in bwer occlllrrences ofl期
"ractiVity―
impubivity than宙th bw orgaluzed galnes.
Although these曲mLs appearto show aposiive erect ofpatterned or j∝ceptual‐
nlotbr tra―g on attentbL research does not consistently suppo■this treatm o Two
熊 協‐amlysおof 180 individual studLs concluded that per∝ptual llllotor tra―g eVab
&nttsOL 1983),and 10 Studies using sellsory intcgration treatment cohttkO,Kaplat
&Wilson9 1992),did nOt improve acadeIIllc Or℃Oglntive bility h individHJq with
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learning disabilities, which is most likely due to vast individualdifferences among these
subjects.
In srur:mary, the preliminary research that has been performed on the effects of
exercise on ADHD has suggested possible beneficial effects on measures of attention.
This effect is perhaps therapeutically comparable to the effects of CNS stimulant use,
however medication effects may also be enhanced through exercise. Further research is
essential to better support these suggestions.
sgrrry
Althoughthe etiology ofADHD is unknown, dysfirnctional interactions between
neurotransmitters (NE, EPI, DA., and serotonin) and anatomicaVfunctional deficits in
frontal and right-hemispheric regions of the brain may be causing symptoms of inattention
and hyperactivity: These syrptoms are countered withthe use of CNS stimulant
medication When studied, the action of these drugs alters neurotmnsmitter
concentrations in urine and plasma. Although various medications (e.g:, Ritalin,
Dexedrine, and Adderall) are effective in ameliorating the symptoms of ADFID, they do
not react physiologically the same. 'Continued the research on the etiological basis of
ADHD is ongoing.
It has been accepted by many that exercise should be included in programs for
individuals with ADHD, but there has been little scientific evidence to support this
recommendation Research has shown that there is an increase in noradrenergic response
and an increase in cerebral blood flow in response to exercise. There is further evidence
to suggest that perceptually challengrlg exercise may increase brain synaptic activity as
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wen as nl。。d states and perforIIlance on attention tasks,WhL CV exercise has slЮwn・
solne efbcts that were comparable to that ofCNS Inedicatiolls. MOre rescarch on
exercise etteCtS in ADHD sutteCtS iS warranted.
Chapter 3
METHODS
The foltowing chapter outlines the methods used in this investigation Seitions on
participants, participant preparatioq testing instruments, test sessions and protocols,
statistical analysis, and a summary are presented.
Participants
Sixteen male high-school students betweeir the ages of 15 and 17 years
,---- 
participated in this study. All participants attended private, all-male schools and were
'aitive on sport or intramural teams at their school. The study was approved by the
H"rrrm Subject Research Commiffee atltlncaCollege. Recruitment letters (Appendix A)
were sedt to potential volunteers and their parents through a school rnailing. Each
participant and a parent or guardian signed an informed consent form detailing the
, procedures and purpose of the study (Appendix B). Medical release forms (Appendix C)
from prescribing physicians were obtained to allow participants to discontinue stimulant
medication treatment on selected test days.
Al ADHD participants (g = 8) met'the following criteria: (1) were diagnosed with
ADIID according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 46 ed.
(DSM-IV; American Psychiatric Associatioq 1994), (2)had no severe mental impairment
or brain inj,rry, (3) had taken or were currently taking stimulant medication as prescribed
to treat ADHD, and (a) had recent (within the past year) health physicaG on file at their
school allowing him to participate in physical education and school sport programs. Three
participants were currently taking stimulant medications for'symptom control ofADHD.
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The remaining subjects were using behavior modification to help control ADHD
symptoms.
AII control participants (n: 8) met the following criteria: (l) did not have a
diagnoSis of ADHD, (z)hadno severe mental impairment or brain injury, (3) had never
taken medication for treatment ofADHD, 
'ana (+) had recent (within the past year) health
physicals on file at their school allowing him to participate in physical education and
'school sport programs. Control participants took no medication of any kind (prescribed
or over-the-counter) during testing. All participants were given extra-credit in class as a
result of participation in the study.
Participant Preparation
Prior to data collection, all participants were given practice tests ofthe CPT.
Practice versions of each test were completed to ensure understanding of the test and
reduce the possibility of a learning effect during subsequent data collection Participants
were allowed repeat practice tests until an adequate comfort level with taking the test was
reached. Class schedules were collected and all students met with the tester individirally
prior to beginning testing sessions. A heart rate monitor was introduced at these sessions,
scheduling was discussed, and all questions were answered.
Testing Instruments
A Toshiba Satellite 205CDS laptop.computer running the CPT, software version
3.1 (Toronto, Ontario, Cdrrrda) was used for testing attention. Heart rates were measured
at regular interval$ usurg the Polar Pacer heart rate monitcirs @ort Washingtoa NY).
The CPT is a simple, l4-min computer test offered in a game-like format that tests
for attention and impulsivity. The student was asked to press the space bar of a keyboard
it
when they saw any letter except the letter ")C' (taiget). Letters are large (approximately
l" in size) and bold-faced, and appezlr for 250-ms. Time between the appearance of each
letter - the inter-stirhulus interval or ISI 
- 
ranges from one to four seconds in a random
" fashion. There are six blocks with three sub-blocks each of 20 trials (letters presented,
whether targets or not). For each block, the subblocks have diflerent ISI's of one, two,
and four sec6nds (Conners, 1995).
The CPT has been consistently found to discriminate ADHD children from
nonirative samples @arkley, 1990;McClure & Gordon, 1984). Also, the CPT appears to
have very little practice effect (Kirby, Vandenberg, & Sullins, L993; Solanto & Conners,
lg82). CPT measurements on loss of attention were of interest as dependent measures in
this study. The seven attentional values measured were errors of omission, reaction times
for hits, and chariges over time (e.g., atlpical response speed). The following describes
each variable of attention measured in this study. Inattention can be described as one who
gazAsoffinto the distance, does not pay attention, or daydreams rather than concentrating
on the task at hand (Conners, 1995).
l) Omission errors are the percent of targets that the subject fails to respond to
throughout the test. An increase in omission errors indicates poor orientation to
the taslg or inattention Thus, decreased omission elrors indicate improved
attentbn.
Hit reactio,time oこT)おIllleasured over the s破time blocks in which slow reaction
time indbttes mattentbn(T…s∞res bebw 40).
Hit ttandard error(SE)expreSSes the particわant's colnsistency ofrespollse time.
Incollsistent respollse times indicate inattentlon(T‐sCOres 60 or greateru.
2)
??
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4) Hit'RT ISI change is the slope of change in reaction time over the three.ISl's (1, 2,
ari, 4seconds). This is "a measure ofthe participant's response time whbn the
letters are presented at different spbeds. T-scores grea(er than 60 indicate atlpical
changes in response patterns as the letters are presented slower. Thus, inattention
is measured by a decrease in response speed over the three ISI's as the test
progresses.
Hit SE 1$l ehange is the slope of change in reaction time consistency over the
three ISI's. T-scores greater than 60 indicates erratic reaction time response
patterns as the time between letters presentatiori increases.
Hit SE block change (SE-BC) is the slope of change in consistency of reaction
time over the six blocks. T-scores 60 or greater indicate change in attention as the
.a-
test progressed.
7) Hlt RT block shange (RT-BC) is the slope of change in reaction time over the six
' blocks. T-scores 60 or greater indicate change in attention as the test progressed.
Test Sessions and Protocol
Exercise sessions took place on the school athletic fields and each subject tested
individually. The same researcher and one trained assistant conducted all exercise and test
sessions during the 1999 
- 
2000 academic year on regular school days. Efforts were made
,to minimize time taken out of classes with students usually participating in exeriise
sessions during their physical education class period.
Data collection was divided into three test sessions held on separate days.
Sessions consisted ofthe following activities: cardiovascular (CV), cardio-perceptual
motor (CPM) activities, and a no activity QrIA) session. Session order was randomly
5)
6)
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assigned and each sutteCt parttipated one‐dりpcr week for a total'ofthree weeks(refer
to Table l for deslgn ofstudyp.Au participants withheld taking lnedication on test days.
Previolls researchindicated that suttects emerienced progressive e」腱cts on tests
ofattention and cogmtive ttnction with exercise duration betwcen 30 to 60-rmL mth
IIloderate to high intellstties cHR between 145-180;AuardダBrawley,D akiL&Elliott,
1989;Horgervor飩,Reidel,Jeukendrup,&Jones,1996;McNaughten&Gabbard,1993;
Sahela&Ndoye,1986).TherefOre,cach exercお s ssion lasted appЮ― ately 40‐miL
including a.flve‐mhute warnl‐up and fve‐mmute c001 dowIE1 0ttOggng and stretching。
=Students were an given verbal ellcollragement equa■yd面咤the exe cお sessblls m`
heart rates GD were prescribed to be Ⅵthin 70-80%ofthe■age predicted繭Ш I‐IR
(220-age±10)。A limitation to predicting IIlaxlmllm HR with age is the standard
deviatio,of10-12 beats per―ute,which aloWs for cottiderabb varlance betwecn
StteCtS desp■e age similarityo Students were able to Ⅵ w theI IIR on the heartlllonitor
watch´and IIlott couH p“e thelllselves“cording to the I‐IR range g市en to them.Heart
rates were llleasllred at rest,post warIIl―up,and every nve mmutes throughoutthe exercise
sessiolls.IIR was also rrleasured d―g the NA session as a control for the acti宙ty
sessiolls.Mean and standard deviation IIR data are bcated h Append破D,which shows
that suttectS Were宙価 70785%ofthett age predicted…R
The CV activity colllsisted ofcontmuolls―ng on lat,son_srace school
athleth ilds.The CPM acti宙ties were intemittent agility and cOndttbning drius宙h
lightjogging or、ぬ腱鴫in between to mintain an increased heart rate(HRpl The cPM
activities II―cked drius llscd in various eyc―hand c ordination sports,such as soccer,
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Table l.
Randomized Studv Desion:Secuence ofEvents for EachParticjant
VisI Nmber
Particpant
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Xl   q"X2C10C60Q."XrCroCoo も議 C10C60
Xr Q,")GCroCoo Q..)QCroCoo q“X2C10C60
Xr Q,"&CroCoo Q,"XzCroCoo %“X3C10C60
C"X3C10C“%“X2C10C60Xl   C四為 loC60
Noteo Xl=CPT test practicc,mtroduction ofPolar HR nЮm or,explain procedure;
X2=30‐min contttuousjogging;X3=30…IIImiヽntemlltent active perceptual nlotor
acti宙ties;】L=30-mm study hal;(ら"〓CPT baseline pre‐t st;C10=CPT 10…
mm post
activity testi C60〓CPT 60…min po,actiVity test.
2
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bskЮtbatt and hOCkey,which requre greater attcntion to ellvlronmental stmu五.The
CPM exerclseSIwere designed to incorporate a cardiovascular∞mponent to sellso y and
i
lnotor acti宙ttξ,as suggetted by Sveistrup,Bttner,&Woollaco■(1992)。A
descmption ofthe acti宙ties perfomedおbcated in Tabb 2.SitteCtS∞ntmued with a
regular school schedule cwithOut participation inphysical educatio⇒onthe NA day,
taking pre and po試―tests,as described below,on the same schedule as on the CV and
CPM days.
CPT was taken prior to each cOlldition for baseline attentional values,and three
times merthe cond■ion(at 10‐and 60‐min ane⇒to assess for the ettct on attention over
apOnod oftullleo SutteCtS tested in roollEls pЮvided bythe schools,with similar
envlrolllnental qualitbs(eogっllobe lev b,desk and seat arangement)。Thelester or
assistant rernained inthe roomwith the suttectS While they took the CPTo The total
session length was appro―ately4 L in whiCh each suttect waS actively participating for
two ofthesc hollrs(e.g。,dOing the exercise activity and CPT testing).Suttects contllllled
with thett regular school scheduLs during the two hours ofdowlltlllne(i.e。,between CPT
administratio→。
Statistお」Analyses
_A2x3x3analysis ofvarlance cANOVA;Group[ADHD,Contro]x Activity
[CV,CPM,llo aCtivityl X Time lpre‐test,10‐,60‐min post tests])With repeated lllleasllres
on the last two factors was llsed to anave perfOrllllance on the sevぬIneasllrelnents of
attention(Omission errors,RT,SE,Hit RT ISI,Hit sE ISI,Hit SE‐BC,Hit RT‐BC)金。IIl
the CPT resultso A po■―hoc Tukey HSD procedure was perfomed for slgniflcant
ANOVA resu■s。 ■vel ofslgniflcance was set at p<0.05。
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Table 2.
Activity Description.
TrianglesFo,r cones placed at the corner points of an irnaginary 1.8 m x 1.8 m
Goalie
box and one cone in the center. The subject begins at the center cone,
runs from the center to two adjacent corner cones and back to the center
completing as numy imaginary triangles as possible within a l-min
period.
Cones were arrenged the same as in "triangles"; the subject begins in the
center and runs from the center to a corner, back to the center, then to'a'
different corner, and so on; repeating this for l-min-
Subject stands between two cones that are placed 1.8 m apart, while
tester stands 3 m fron1 and faiing, the subject. Tester throws a soccer
ball to the subject.while the subject is between the cones. The subject
runs from cone to'cone always ttrowing the ball to the tester when he
reaches a cone and always catching the ball when between the cones.
This continues for 2-min.
The subject stands behind an lmaglnary line that has two cones placed
1.8 m apart. -He "side shufles" making sure not to cross one leg over
the other from cone to cone for l-min. This activity was performed
twice, facing in one direction the first time and in the opposite direction
the second.
TOuch Backs
Side Shnle
Hockey
S6odk】
Rebomd
Basketball
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The suttect uSes a hockcy stick to contЮl a street hockey ballwhile
憲
,weavmg m and o■of6 c nes田魂 d h al雫("patted
appro―te,1・2 m apart)for 2‐min.
■おsuttect kiCkS a soccer ball while weamg in and out ofs破cones
狙叫 ed in a line(separated appЮ― te,1.2 m apart)for 2-血
The sttted rebOunds a socc9r bau agam a wan for 2-miL
The suttect iS given l―mm to mke as uny basketballshots as possible
彙om the foulline ofa standard basketball goal.
Note. A11 subjects performed these activities in the order provided above. All students
were given a2-mnrest break between activities in which they were encouraged to
jog or walk.
Summaiy
Adolescent males (N:16) with a diagnosis of ADHD and without this diagnosis
cornpleted three actMty sessions, taking the CPT prior to and after each session. The
CpT was used to measure attention in terms of reaction time, change in attention over
time, and omission errors. Statisticat analyses were"peifonned to determine the impact of
exercise on attention in both groups over time.
Chapter 4
RESULTS
The raw data for the computeized CPT test scores are found in Appendix E. It is
noted that n :'l for the 60-min post-test, NA condition for both groups, the 60lmin post-
test CV condition for the ADHD Soup, and n : 6 for the 10-min post-test CV condition
for the control group, as the participants did not show up to the test site within the
scheduled time frame. An alpha level of .05 was used for all statistical tests. A summary
of the final analysis are as follows:
Omission Errors
Reileated measures ANOVA (2x3 x 3) revealed no significant interactions for
the study on omission erors. There was, however, a significant main effect for ADHD
versus control students in omission errors scored on the CPT (table 3). Control students
responded to more targets than ADIID students on all ofthe test daysl Interestingly, for
the ADHD group,,the mean values, over timO, for the CV exercise sessions trended
dowilward indicating improved attention (Table 4, Figure l), but these values did not
reach significance.
Reaction Time
Repeated meastrres ANOVA (2x3 x 3) revealed no significant interactions for
the study on reaction time scores. Althoughthe ADHD,goup scores were generally
slower from the non-ADHD group, differences between group, activity, and time were
not statistically significant (Table 5). Reaction time T-scores less than 40 are considered
35
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Table 3.
Source of Variation SS df MS F
Group
Error I
Activity
Groirp x Activity
Enor 2
Time
Time x Gr<iup
Error 3
Activity x Time
ActivityxTimexGroup
Residual
5427.69
7836.76
93.10
139.65
1285。36
138.05
108.59
790.54
79.86
61.32
1891.37
5427.69
870。75
46.55
69.82
71.41
69.02
54.30
43.92
19。97
15.33
52.54
1
9
2
2
18
2
2
18
4
4
36
6.23
0。65
0。98
0.53
0.40
0.24
0.31
0.82
0.88
〓?
?
?
?
?????
????
??
?
Note。 ■p<.05
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Table 4.        、
ADHD Group Control Group
Mean*  SEM   N     Mean   SEM   N
｀
 CV Activity  Pre‐est     20。12  6.63   8     1.50   0.57   8
10m¨in post   20。12  5。66   8    1.17   0。48  6b
.              60-rlllln post    18.71    8。79   7a    l.63    0.84    8
CPM Activity Pre‐t,st     10・63  3.16   8    0。88 0。23   8
10…min post    22.25    7.59    8       1.88`    1.06    8
60‐IIlln post    18.25    6.73    8       1.63    0。46  8
No Activity  Pre‐est     17.38  8.09   8    1.25   0.45   8
10‐IIIIIl post    19.00    5。7    8       0.75    0。41    8
60-min po飩 19.57  4.88  78   0。6  0。34 7a
Note. Mean data are expressed as percentile values。
ぅ  ・■ndbates that one student missed a po飩t¨ t se sbL ttndbates that two
students IIssed a post―t st ses b■
*p<.05;ADHD scores on al∞nd■ioIIs were greater than contЮb indicating greater
attention.
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‐?
（?
） ? 】 ? ?
?
??
?
?
【?
ADI{D Control ADIID Control ADHD Control
Pre-test tO-min PoSt ' 60-min post
Time (mifl)
Figure 1. Mean score data for omission elrors of ADHD and
control students. Increased omission elrors indicate inattention.
Thus, iecreased omission errors indicate improved attention.
*p < 
.05; ADHD scores are greater than controls.
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Table 5。
ReDeated Meastlres ANOVA Summrv Table for RT.、
Source ofVariation         SS       df     MS      F       p
Group                   4052.73      1     4052.73    0。94   0。36
Error 1                  38963.39     9     4329.27
Activity            41.H    2    20.56   0。23  0.80
Group x Acti寺●     59.56   2  29.78  0.33  0。72
Error 2                  1605。88 18     89.22
Time                     42.27      2      21.13     1.74     0.21
Time x Group              13.56      2      6。78     0。56 0.58
Error 3              219。18  18    12.18
Activity x Time        37.12    4    9。28   0.37  0.83
Activity x Time x GЮup  50.41    4    12.60   0.50   0。74
Residua1                 906.06     36     25。17
Note。*p<.05
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slow,indicatlve ofinattention.Mean values(Table 6,Figure 2)forthe ADHD students
anerthe cv exercise showed up to a 30%impЮvementin RT scores,but were not
statistically signiflcant.                        ´   ′
Standard Eror                    .
Repeated lllleasllres ANOVA(2x3x3)revealed llo signincant interactiolls for
th9 Study on CPT∞Ilsistency ofresponse times(SE)。Standard error T‐s∞ es of60 or｀
greater indicate lncollsistent respollse tllne throughoutthe testo There was a slgmflcant
nlalll emect for ADHD verslls contЮl student h mndard errorlneasllrements(Table 7)。
ADI‐ID students'scores were Lss∞llSiSt nt in responding dllring the CPT tetts than the,
control students'scores.Acti宙ty and time emDcts were rlot,slgmflCanto Mean.s"re data
are showllin Tablc 8 and FigШe 3.
Reaction Time BIock Change
Change in reaction times oヽ旧,S破tme blocks within the CPT were IIleasllred.
hdividual T…scores of60 or greater`indicat thatthere was an mportant change in
attehtiOn Over tlllle(duration of 14‐min CPT testJo Repeated measllres ANOVA(2x3x
3)revealed no signiflcant interactblls for the study on RT―BC.Dire ence  bemeen
group,activitL and time were not ttatおttally signincan  cablё 9)。Mcan SCOre data are
showllin Table 10 and Fig〔e4.
 ´        ‐Standard Error Bbck Change
There was a signif10ttt interactbn betteen gToup and time h collsiStency of
respollse times as CPT test pЮgressed,or SE‐BC cable H).The post―hoc analysis of
the interaction between grOup and time for thetdependent variable Hl SE‐BC included an
allalysis ofsunple mam efFects fouowed by a Tukey HSD when signiflcance was found“
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Table 6.
SuIIIInarv ofMcall and SEM for RT
ADHD Group . Control Group
Mean SE■4   NMeall  SEM
CV Activity
CPM Activity
Pre―test
lo_mm pOSt
60-mh post
Pre‐test
10‐mh pOst
60-min post
30.97
33.07
41.20
33.48
33.36
30.21
8.01
8.59
5.59
5。41
6.14
8。30
?
?
?
?????
?
?
?
???
?
???
45。17    9.02
45。94   10.12
51。24    8.30
45。35    7.10
48.79    7.38
49.82    8.11
48.37    6.56
47.94    7.54
51.15    8。82
No Activity  Pre―est    32.47  7.69
10‐min post   29.03    8 89
60‐IIIIll post   32.33    8。76
Note. Mean dataarc expressed as T-scores.
"Ihdicates that one student missed a post-test session Tndicates that two
students missed a post-test session
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??
?
??
（ ?】 ? ?
?） ?
?
?
?，
??
?
ADIID Control
Pre-test
ADHD Control ADIID Control
lO-miir post 60-min Post'
Time (min)
Figure 2. Mean score data for reaction time T-scores ofADHD and
control students. A hit reaction time score less than 40 is a slow reaction
I
time, which indicates inattention
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Table 7.
Repeated Measllres ANOVA SulDmrV Table for SE。
Source of Variation SS df MS F P
Group                  10784。49       10784.49   10。19    0.01ホ
Error 1                 9524。50  9     1058.28
Activity         144.85   2   72.42  0.68  0.52
GЮup x Activity       47.04    2    23.52   0.22   0。81
Error2                 1928.21     18     107.12
Time                    81.44      2      40。72   1.31    0。30
Time x Choup             2。35       2       1.18      0.04     0。96
Error 3             560。85 18    31.16
Activity x Time       64.53    4    16.13   0。70 0。6
Activity x Time x Group    54。12    4      13.53     0。59    0。67
Residua1                 828.06      36      23.00
Note. ホp<.05
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Table 8.
Sll―rv 6fMcan and SEM for SE
ADIID Group Control Group
SEM  NMean  SEM  N
CV Activity
CPM Acti宙ty
No Activity｀
Pre―test
10‐興 post
60‐min post
Pre―test
lo_mm pOSt
60‐min,ost
6.54    8
7.40    8
5.50 ・ 7a
4.88
5156
5。37
44.47 2.06 8
45.80 3.09 6b
46.21 2.50 8
70.98
68。14
63.74
65。41
72。13
73。98
?
8
8
・8
Pre―test      68.36   7.66
10-min post   71.00    7.13
60-IInm post   73.06    6.43
?．
?
（?
???
?
44.88    1.90
48.20   2.48
47.08    2.55
44.97    3.30
45。27   3.23
43.02    3.43
Note. Mean dataarc expressed as T-scores.
'Indicates that one student missed a post-test session \ndicates that two
students missed a pbst.test sesSion.
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?
?
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〓
??
?
?
?
??
70
@
50
q
30
20
?
l0-min post
Time (min)
ADIID Control
60-min post
Figure 3. Mean score data for standard error'T-scores of ADHD and
control students. Standard error data measures the sribject's cbnsistency of
response times throughout the test. Standard error T-scores 60 or greater
indicate inconsistent response time throughout the test.
ADHD Control
Pre-test
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Table 9.
Repeat“Measllres ANOVA S―ry Table for RT―BC
Sollrce ofVarlation      SS      df     MS      F       p
Grolip         l.H   l   l.H  O.01  0。94
EIor l                  1795.88     9     199.54
Activity            356.41    2   178。20   .53   0。24
Group x A9tivity       124.65   2   62:33   0.54   0.59
Error 2       あ     2094.98    18     116.39
Time                    28。98 2      14.49    0.13     0.88
Time x(3■oup             166.82     2      83.41     0。75  0.49        :
E■or 3               2010.00    18    111.67
ACtivity x Time        159.32   4   39.83   0.37   0.83
Activity x Time x Group  H7.00   4   29。25 0.27 0。9
Residua1                 3894.35    36     108.18
Note. *p<.05
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Table 10。
Sll―rv ofMean and SEM for RT‐BC
ADIID Group Control Giqrrp
SEMN Mean  SEM  N
CV Activity
CPM Acti宙ty
Nb Activity
Pre―test
10-min post
6ιminpOSt
Pre―test
10-min post
60‐min post
Pre‐test‐
lo_mm pOSt
58。18
50。91
54.76
57.09
54.32
51.43
55。16
53.86
50.53
2.83
4.40
3.72
4.55
7.12
4.74
10。25
4.76
5。92
?
??
?
?
??
?
?
??
?
??????
．?
51.83    2。31
53.68    2.10
50.92    3.41
46。76    2.11
49.07    1.89
53.81    1.69
52。36
52.18
50.38
3.40
1.58
2.3560‐min
Note. Mean data are e4pressed as T-scores.
ulndicates that one student missed a post-test session. 
blndicates that two
, students missed a post-test session.
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】 ?
??
。??
?
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??
ADHD Control ADHD Control ADHD Control
Pre-test 10-min post 60-min Post
Time (min)
Figure 4. Mean score data for reaction times block change T-scores of .
ADTID and control students. RT-BC T-scores 60 or greater indicate an
important change in affention over time.
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Table ll.
Repeated Measures ANOVA Sulmlarv Table for SE―BC        '
Source of Variation SS df MS F p
, Group｀                   0.69       1      0.69     0.00     0。95
Error l                 1529.85     9     169。98
Activity                 137.22     2     68.61    0。96 0。40       ・
GЮup x Activity      271.53   2   135。7   1.91  0。18
Error 2            1280.83   18    71.16
Time                   89.43      2     44.71    0.99     0。 39
Time x Choup            501.07     2     250.53    5.54    0.01*
Error 3                 814.36     18     45。24
Activity x Time      184.13   4   46.03  0。76   0.56
Activity x Time x Group    37.49      4      9.37     0。15   0。96
Residua1               2191.98    36     60。89
Note.*p<.05
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The analysis ofsШple lnah ettcts revealed a signi量)ant direrence in sE―BC
over tllllc fOr thc ADIID group旦(1,8)=5。412,p=0.009。Howcver,no signiflcant
direrences were fomd forthc control group overtme=(1,8)=0.330,p=0。712。.man
s∞re data are bcated in Table 12 and Fi騨熙 5.Fmher alysis usmg a Tukcy HSD
procedllre revealed that SE―BCs∞res mproved sigmicantly'om Pre…(54.64+/-2.H)リ
to 60‐min post(45.74+/-1.91)indCpendent ofthe typc 6facti宙ty behg perfo.1.led.
Thus,independent ofaCtiVity perfo.med,Inprovettnts in collsiStency ofrespollse times
were seen over tllne forthc ADIID group.
Standard Error lnter―Stimullls lnterval
COllSittenCy ofreactiontimes over the threc ISI's ce■er display time at l,2,or 4
seconds)were lneasllred by the CPTo Standard crror ISI T‐scoresigreater than 60 suggest
crratic RT respO耐patterIIs as lc■er  are prettnted sbwero Repcated lncasllres ANOVA
ox3x3)revealed lllo signiicant interactiolls for the ttudy for SE‐ISIo There was a lllain
ettct for ADIID group宙古scores greaterthan contЮb in ST…ISI scores(Tabb 13)。
Mean sc9res(Tabb 14,Figure 6)for ADIID students,po鈍―CV exercise,begin to
approach“norlnal"values(T―SCOres<60)at 60¨min po説―exercise,but these values d●
lllottach signi■9ance.
Rcaction Time lnter…Stimulus lnter曖■
The cPT measured reaction time oLrthe three disphy timeso RT―ISI T―s∞res
greater than 60 indicate atypical changes in response patterrls as the letters are presented
slowcro Repeated lneastlres ANOVA(2x3x3)К雇a ed nO signiflcant interactiOlls for
the study on RT―ISI.Howevcr,signiflcant lnain erect for ADⅢ)and control stteCtS
was found in RT―ISI,with ADIIID students showilig poor RT…ISI perfornlance across all
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Table 12.
S― rV OfMCan and SEM for SE‐BC
ADHD Group Control Group
SEMN Mean  SEM  N
CV Activity
CPM Activity
NO Activity
Pre…est
10‐mm post
60…min post
Pre―test
10-min post
60とmin post
Pre―test     58.10   4.95   8
10‐min post   50。75    3.84    8
60-min post   48.48*   2.11    7a
53.59 l.4l 8
51.06 2.tt 6b
53.54 2.29 8
49。32    1.70
51.89    3.89
49.60    2.52
46.67   1.63
47.23    2.68
50.70  2.36
54。28
51.03
47.24*
51.53
53.27
42.01*
2.38
3.01
2.52
3.28
2.97
4。32
??
?
（?
?
?
?
??
?
?
Note. Mean dataare expressed as T-scores.
"Indicates that one student missed a post-test session \ndicates that two
students missed a post-test session.
*p < 
.05; The average pretest scores were greater than 60-min post-activity
forADHD group.
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ADIID Control
10-min post
Time (min)
ADIID Cohtrol
60-min post
Figure 5. Mean score data for SE-BC T-scores ofADHD and control
students. T-scores 60 or greater indicate an important clinnge in attention
over time.
*Indicates a significant difference in HiISE-BC for the ADIID group
between Pre- and 60-mrl post values. No differences were found for the
control group.
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Table 13.
Repeated Mc盤面じs ANOVA Sllllllurv Table for SE ISI.
Sollr∝ofVariation   SS    df   MS    F    p
Group                  2513.55     1     2513.55    6.55    0.03*
Error 1                  3453.66     9     383.74
Activity           150.57   2    75。29   0.38  0。69
GЮup x Activity      442。97 2   221.49  1.10   0。35
Error 2                 3611.88    18     200.66'
35.53      2      17.77    0。18     0.84           1
Time x Group             158.17     2      79.08     0。79 0.47
Error 3 1810。92    18     100.61
Activity xTime       9o.08    4    22.52   0.39   0。82
Activity x Time x G[oup  28。92   4   7.23   0。12  0。97
Residua1                2106。13   36     58.50
Note. *p<.05
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Table 14.
Sll―rv ofMcalland SEM for SE‐I I
ADIID Group Control Group
Mean   SEMMcan   SEM
CV ActivityPre―est
10…mh post
60‐mm post
Pre‐test
10-min post
60‐min post
Pre―test
lo_mm pOSt
CPM Activity
Nb Activity
60-min post
64.27    5.25
61.09    5。94
56.57    3.20
49。40    2.71
49。96    3.29
46.95    2.45
49。10    2.23
45。14    4.35
48.19    3.54
50.62
48.12
48。26
61.96
66.84
69。61
60.23
63.05
61.63
3.52
3.45
5。27
6.62
4199
5.20
?
??
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
???
（?
3.05    8
3.06    8
2.66    73
Note. Mean data are expressed as T-scores.'
ulndicates that one student missed a post-test session- \ndibates that two
students rnissed a post-test session
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Figure 6. Mean score data for SE-ISI T-scores ofADHD and
control students. T-scores greater than 60 suggest erratic RT response
patterns as the letters were presented slower.
ADHD Control
Pre-test
ADIID Control
60-min post
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condttbns(Tabb 15).DirettncOs betWeen activity and tiine were not tttisttally
slgmflcant. Mean score d刻「n are fomd in Table 16 and Figure 7.
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Table 15f
Repeated Mcasures ANOVA Summrv Table for RT ISI.
Source of Variation p
Group
Error I
,$ctivtty
Group x Activity
Error 2
Time
Time x Group
Error 3
Activity x Time
14266.81     1     14266.81
19756.04     9     2195。12
6.50 0.03*
395.59      2
333.75      2
37。13      2
122.66      2
3207.41     18      178.19
197.80
166.87
18.56
61.33
32.84
13.45
'1.11
0。94
0.42
1.40
0.59
0.24
0.35
0。41
0.66
0.27
0.67
0。91
791.66      18      43.98
131.34      4
Activity x Time x Group 53.80 4
2006.41.    36      55。73
Note.*p<.05
Residual
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Table 16。
Surmnarv ofMcan and SEM for RT‐ISI
ADIID Group Control Group
SEM Mcan  SEM  N
CV Activity
CPM Activity
No Activity
Pre‐test
10‐min post
60‐min post
Pre‐test
10‐min post
.60‐min post
Pre―test
lo_mm pOSt
60-mh post
80。84
78.09
71.14
77.63
79。31
82.20
85。99
89.40
88。42
8.4И
7.98
8。74
6.46
5。93
8.00
11.30
9。21
10.33
8
8
7a
8
8
8・
8、
8
7a
53.54 r.22 8
58.67 4.Og 6b
sz.gr 4.83 8
57.83    2.68
53.37    3.30
58.48    3.35
52.45    2.85
55.36    3.47
55。88    4.03
?
?
???
?
Note. Mean dataare e4pressed as T-scores.
ulndicates that one student missed a post-test session. \ndicates that two
students missed a post-test session.
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'Figure 7. Mean'score data for change in RT-ISI T-scores for ADHD and
control students. T-scores greater than 60 indicate atlpical changes in
response patterns as the letters were presented slower. Thus, inattention
is measured by a decrease in response speed as the test progresses.
ADIIID Control
| 
. Chapter 5
DISCUSSION
Inthe present study, acute botrts of CV and CPM exercise on ADHD w-ere
inv€stigated. More specifically, the effects of acute bouts of CV and CPM exercise on
ADHD'subjects versus non-ADHD controls, as well as, how this exercise affects
measures of attention (usrng the CPT) compared to no activity. The findings ofthis study
are consistent to that of similar, controlled research @ecker, 1997; Tantillo, Kesiclg
Hynd, & DishmarU 2OOZ), in which the data does not corraborate that exercise enhances
attention in ADHD individuals. The findings ofthis study support the validity of the
CPT as a diagnostic aide for ADHD (Conners, 1995), as group differences were obserfed
in four of seven measurements of attention
Elsom (1981), as in the present study, examined the effects of CV exercise
(ogging) on boys with ADHD. Contradictory to the current study, significant
improvements in auditory and visual attention were found. Some differences in study
design and subject criteria may'explain these differences. Elsom recruited four 9 - l0
year old "hyperactive" boys with apparent CNS dysfunction (birth anoxia, poor motor
coordination, and learning disabilitiis), whereas the piesent study used DSM-IV standard
criteria specific for ADHD. It is possible that subjects in the Elsom study had different
underlying diagnosis and the results may not be corhparable to ttiat of studies specific to
ADHD. Also, Elsom used a training study, in which the subjects were on an
individualized jogging program for 1O-weeks. In the present ffidy, the contol subjects
were all participants of a varsity or junior sport, wtrich required daily physical
conditioning aside from physical education class, while only four ADHD subjects were
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live on a varsty ttjunior teaIIL Ltterane suppottheightened attentionas aresu■of
CV training enbcts duc to an increase CNS catccholamine act市tyinthe LC c)ishm鴫
1997),and plasIIla NE act市量y coeman&DttrtL 1991),WhiCh may explain
improvenlents in attentbn that Elsom's sutteCtS experbnced.′■おpos ible that the
already`trainer'partbわantS h the present ttudy had a llloК height渤面 ttentbL which
would hue aObctёd the results ofthis tty. It is suggested that futt.e sttШlies on he
tra7-g ёrects ofexercおe are done usng llon‐tramed ADIID sutteCtS。
In the present mdy,the lack ofe■ct ofexercise on attentbn is∞sistent with
similar exercise sludLs llsing ADI‐ID―speciflc population in a repeated lneastres design
CeCker,1"■Tantub d d.,2002)。Becker(1997),as h the present study,exal―ed
the e3bcts ofacute CV exercise(30-min ofwttiog at 70-75%ofV02 1111a⇒o  l10n_
medicated olacebo)ADIID SutteCtS●=35)using S破CPT variables as the rneasllre of
attentbn.Becker exalllmed the exercise+placebo verslls IIlethyいhen date oP;l10n_
exercise)and l10n‐Inedicated cnon‐exercise)cond■iOlls,whereas the cment ttudy did not
evaluate a MP cond■io■Exercise was found to be comparable to the MP cond■ion h
only one CPT IIleaslllrOnlent(SE…BC)with O other suppo■for attention mprovelllents
found for the exercise coindib■′In the curent ttudL signiflcantimpЮveme ts were
also found inthe ADHD group in SE―BC overtime,but this was regardless ofthe activity
perfomtt by the studento Asthi,ma7y seem indicative ofa practお e erect,Kirby,
Vandenberg,&Sullins(1993)found l10 1eaming effect when testing ADID children色=
64)withpractice compared to those who dd ttto The impЮvelnent  SE―BC can only
be described as a ttatistおal allonlaly llsually hm ttrforming numerolls stati前にal
COj"utatiOlls。
「
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Tantillo etal. (2002) used a more controlled, experimental design and measured
dopamihergic'rbsponses, rather than psychological testing, after an acute bout of
submaximal (65 
- 
7s%Yozpeak). CV exercise versus quiet rest. Tantillo et al. did not
zupport their hypothesis that exercise would cause a dopaminergic response'in'children (n
: l8) with ADHD. As the true pathophysiology of ADHD iontinues to be unknown and
as a specific diagnostic test hds not been yet identified, it is apparent that the use of a s<ile
test may not be sufficient to measurethe cornplex characteristics of an individual with
ADIID. Research inthid field may need to rely on using a combination ofphysiological,
psychological, as weil as behavioral rating and fierformance evaluations to cover the
complexities of ADHD.
Improvements in mathematical and cognitive tasks have been documented as the
result of moderate intensity CV exercise in both normal (Horgervors! Reidel,
Jeukendrup, & Jolles, l993;McNaugton, & Gabbard,lg93)and ADHD groups
(Williams, 1990). The current study used the CPT as the primary meashrement tool of
attention, Becker (1997) used not only the CPT,'but assessed affentional behaviors. In
these sfudies, neither CPT scores nor behavior observation supported improvements in
attention frcim exercise, by their standards. In referring to the three attentional
subsystems, as discussed earlier, by Posner & Peterson (1990), the CPT does measure
visual oiientation of stimuli, detection of signdls, and vigilance @asuraman, 1984). Each
attentional subsystem, though, are resporisible for a variety of tasks which niay b"
diffrcult to measure by usirig one tool. -In using the subsystem of vigilance (alerting) as
an example, Posner & Peterson (1990) discuss that alertness can be differentiated as a
disengaged, general alert state, or one in which a person is clearly oriented and able to
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process infotmati<in. The CPT requires alertness for signal (target) detectiorL but there is
limited processing of information required. It is possible that exercise does not affect
general alertness, as research supports thus far. Rather, improvements may be seen in
processing of information (e.g., math work). Further research needs to be done to support
this speculation. It would be useful to observe baseline and post-exercise performance on
mathematical or similar cognitively challenging work (e.g., word problems) in ADHD
individuals
Byl, Byl, & Rosenthal (1989) studied the effects of a vestibular stimulation (e.9.,.
throwing or catching balls, word problems, puzzles) progrulm (two-weeks) versus CV
I
exercise on "attention-impaired",'learning disabled boys. Improvements'in reading
ability were noted in the vestibular group. The current study also used vestibular
stimulation (CPM exercise), but no gains in attentiorl as measured by the CPT, were
rep'orted. This discrepancy could be e4plained, ugu,t, as a function ofthe type of
measurement tool used (e.g., the Byl et aL [198ei study used reading ability as
measurement versus CPT used in this study). Also, diagnostic criteria for the Byl et al.
(1989) study included students with abnormal vestibulo-ocular reflexes (VOR; poor
spatial orientation particularly linked in individuals with learning disabilities), which was
not a criteria set for the present study. Future studies assessing the effects of vestibular
exercises on ADHD may need to include examining normal verstls abnormal VOR of
subjects.
The pathophysiology of ADHD continues to be unknovvn to scientists, which
leave medical professionals without a true diagnostic tool. Also, rxmy children
diagnosed with ADHD are often diagnosed with a comorbid psychiatric disorder (e-g.,
| ~
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leaming,conduct,and/or anxicty disorders;Cantwell,1996).Thc Cllrrcnt study rccrllited
SutteCtS that were:diaglloscd according to■c DSM―IV c五teria for diagnosing ADHD,
but did not differcntiate whcther or not the child had a comorbid disorder。・「 he Bccker
(1997)and Tanti1lo et al。(2002)StudiCS also did not account for codorbidities within
their sutteCt populationso Since DSM c五teria are suttectiVe and thcre is a broad range in
severity ofthe diSOrder,sdection cHteHa may need to be narrowed to Jlow for more
llniform ADHD sutteCt results.This may include not only usc ofthe DSM criteria and
qucstiorlllaircs based on attention behlviorS,but screening for common comorbiditieS as
well. Also,since neuroiiaging techniques have showlllto be the most inustrative in  `
giving rescarchers a better llnderstanding ofADHD(Aylward ct al。,1996;Castellanos ct
al.,1996;Zarrletkin ct al。,1993),it iS Suggested that futurc cxercise studies usc
neuroimaging techniqucs to illustrate excrcise enにcts on b ain activity.
‐
   Although statisticany the results ofthis study do not conclude that excrcise
enhances attention in ADHD,positiVe trends in the data encouragc continucd research.
Mean values in o血i s on errors,RT,and SE ISI scores allimprOved overtime on the CV
exercヽe days.Mcan RT(T‐sCOres greater than 40)and SE ISI(T―SCOres less than 60)
scores forthe ADHD sutteCtS reached``nollllal"values forthe CV act市ity 60-min post
activity. 
′
「his indicates that 30-Πlin ofcontinuous running cOuld possibly hclp to improvご
the ADHD sutteCtS'attention on tasks,rcaction times,and consistcncy of reac■on dmcs
during thc test.Thc Stttistical powcr ofthc present study may not have bcen adequate to
rcach this cOnclusion.
In order to reach adequate statistical power,thc following recommendationS are
made. First,it is suggested to decrease the standard deviations within thc AE)HE)group.
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This would be best done through stricter ADHD subject recruitment criteria (e.g., same
co-morbidities, fitness levels, baseline CPT test scores), which would make for a more "
homogenous group. Second, it is recommended to perform a power analysis in order to
determine adequate sample size and alpha level. Finally, more precise exercise
prescriptive techniques to determinb that all subjects performed at the desired exercise
intensity level, such as performing individual maximal exercise tests to determine eabh
sutiject's maximal HR. AUding these contfols would ensure adequate statistical power
and help resolve the issue of how exercise affects attention in ADHD.
This study contributes to the limited research on the effects of exercise on ADHD.
The results indicate that exercise, CPM or continuous CV, does not improve CPT
measurements of attention on adolescent boys diagnosed with ADHD. However, a larger
sample size and more defined diagnostic criteria may have enhanced statistical power and
given more uniform results of ADHD group scores. As research on the etiology of
ADHD becomes more conclusive, the development of a clinically accurate diagnostic
tool will not only assist researchers in setting uniform criteria for subject recruitment, but
will guide researchers in developing better attentional measurement tools. Despite the
non-positive conclusions that must be drawn from this study, there remains enough fuel
to continue research of how exercise affects ADHD. This is based on the similarities of
neurochemical effects of exercise compared with psycho-stimulant medication effects,
the need.of developihg better measurement and diagnostic tools, and testimonial
statements.
??
?????
Until future research definitively concludes how exercise impacts ADIID,
exercise will likely remain part of an'hnconventional" treatment modality for ADHD
used by doctors, therapists, and parents
Chapter 6
TJMMARY, CONCLUSION,'AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summarv
Auention deficit/trylieractivity disorder (ADFD) is a disorder of unknown
etiology, in which an individual displays persistent inaffention dnd/or hyperactivity.
Results of stimulant medication studies and neuroimaging techniques give strong
evidence of poor brain catecholamine activity and hypo-arousal in the fiontal and parietal
centers ofthe brain. Furthermore, prior exercise studies have given evidence of increases
ofbrain catecholarnine activity and improvements in cognitive function during and after
exeicise. From this, one might assume that exercise could be used as a possible adjunct
to ADHD therapy. Research on exercise and ADHD is limited to a few contradictory
studies, all with differing methodologies, and none conclusive. From the available
research, both CV and percepttral motor tasks have evidenced possible increases in
attention of children with poor attention abilities. Therefore, this study examined the
effeots of both CV and combined CPM exercise on ADHD.
. Eight adolescent (15 
- 
17 years) pales diagnosed with ADHD and eight non-
ADHD controls completed three, randomly assigned activity sessions in which baseline,
and two post-activity (10-arn and 60-min) attention tests were taken Activity sessions
consisted of 30-min of continuous joggrng (CV), intermittent sport drills (CPM), and a
study hall(no activity). Attention was measured using the Conner's CPT, a l4-miru
computerized, diagnostic aide for ADIID. Seven attentional variables were used fromthe
CPT, which measured reaction times, consistency of responses, and percentage of missed
targets.
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A2 x3 x 3 RNOVA'(group x activity"x time) with repeated measures on the last
two factors was used to analyze performance on the seven measurements of attOntion
from the CPT results. Significant main effects were found for ADHD versus control
subjects on four of the seven variables (Omission elrors, SE, SE-ISI, and RT-ISI; p <
.05). Statistically significant interaction between group x time in the SE-BC was further
analyzed using Tukey HSD for the ADHD group over time F (1, 8) : 5.412, p:0.009,
and control group over time F (1, 8): 0.330, p,: 0.712. No significant interactions were
.erreil"d between group, time, and activity for the attentional variables.
ConcluSions
Based on the findings of the study, the following conclusions were drawn:
1. Significant main effects demonstrate lower scores for ADHD versus
control students in four of the seven variables supporting the use of the
CPT'as a diagnostic aide for ADHD.
Z. ADHD students generally did not improve in CPT performance after
exercise, thus leaving the value of exercise as a therapeutic treatment for
\
ADHD in question
Recommendations
The results of the present study do not lay a solid statistical foundation in support
of claims that exercise increases attention span in individuals with ADHD. However,
trends in these data along with testimonial stateinents and a handful of previous research
findings, point in a positive direction encouraging further investigation of exercise and
ADHD. Future areas of investigation are suggested from the findings of this study in-
|~
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relation to exercise effects on ADHD. Recommendations for future areas of investigation
include the following:
l. An exercise training study using non-trained ADHD subjects wodld allow'
researchers to determine the possibility of an ef,ercise training effect on
attention.
A larger sample size should be'used to increase the statistical power.
Future research in this field should use a combination of physiological,
psychological, as well as behavioral rating scales and performance
evaluations.to covei the complexities of ADHD.
The use of math/cognitively challenging performanc'e tools to study
dxercise effects on processing information rather than on general alertness.
Future studies investigating the effects of vestibular exercises on ADHD
should include examining normal versus abnormal VOR of subjects.
Future studies should screen subjects for common comorbidities within
the ADHD population. This differentiation would allow for more uniform
results.
7. Future research should involve the use of neuroimaging techniques, as
these tests have been most illustrative in tracking brain activity.
??
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RECR■IIMNT LEl‐lLR
Erin M.Kelly
7924 Ellicott Rd.
West Falls,NY 14170
(716)667‐7460 September 15,1999
脚ltty¥鰐織i麗欄勘撫樹観薦肝School Sunlnler Progr〔In l have also worke
honle hea■h care for children and adu■S h the lthaca肛鳴 and cllrrentけwork at Millard
Finmore Gates Hosp■al.
躙 蹴 鮨猛鵬謂龍留盤配that hКmaytta ps■
市eКhb“晦
er(ADD)and ADD wth hyperact市■勇but
this is based on limted evidence.The Gow School and are supporting research that l wi■
be conducting this September on the erects ofexercおe on adoles∝nt ndes wlth
ADD/ADIIDo This po■bn ofthe ndy wlththe Gow mdents win take place on the
GoW Schoolcampus and detals ofthe鈎、including pLttos ,beneflts,coddential■y
and risks,are described in the inforlned colllSent forrrL I aln requetting 15 healthy
volunteers最om the Gow Schoolbetween the ages of12 and 16,who have a diagnosis of
ADD/ADHD,and are currently taking stimulant nledication(e.g。,RitaliL Cylert,
Dexadrine,etc。)。ThiS Study is proJected to last s破weeks,in which the student will be辮漁漁 ∬淵選導I鯛熱翻駅瀞懃time.This research has been reviewed by all
Patterson and hな。Daniel Kelley(llo relatio⇒。
Please take a few―utes to read this infomation and discuss this with yollr sono Please
note that au research data is confldettiaL To volunteer to participate in this mdy,please
sign and date the fouowing infomed colse,fOrln and rem t in the encbsed pottage‐
patt retllm envebpe by the weck ofSepterriber 20・,1999,or fax b the Gow School
Health Omce at(716)687‐2083.Ifyou have any quettiolls regarding the Study,pにase
feel iee to｀∞ntact rlle at(710667¨7460。
Lank yoL
Erin M.Kelly,R.N.
Ithaca Co■ege Graduate Student
Departrne■ofExercise and Sport Sciences
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Appendix A (continued)
Erin M. Kelly
7924Ellicott Rd.
West Falls, NY 14170
(716) 667'7460 
September z, rggg
To Whomlt May Concern:
My name is Erin Kelly and I arn a graduate student atlthacaCollege, concentrating in
exercise physiology. I em a registered nurse at Millard Fillnore Gates Hospital. I have
workedin the health office for the Gow.School Summer Prograrq a progftrm for those
with dyslexia ffidotho.lez,Tinsdisorderc, as,a,citical:Dztf--aufrse ihNew.YorkCity, and
in home health care for children and adults in the Ithaca area.
During my studies allthacaCollege, I learned that there may be a positive relationship
between exercise and attention deficit disorder (ADD) and ADD with hyperactivity
(ADID), brrt this is based on limited evidence. St. Joseph Collegiate arrd the Go*
School are supporting research on the effects of exelrcise on adolescent rnales with
ADD/ADID. The portion of the study with the St. Joseph's students will take place on
the school campus and details of the study, including pulpose, benefits, confidentiality
and risks, are described in the informed consent forrn I am requesting 8 healthy male
volunteers from St. Joseph's between the ages of 12' and 16, who do not have a diagnosis
of ADD/ADHD, and are currently not taking any rnedication This study is projected to.
last six weeks, in which the student will be participaiing one day per week for 3 weeks.
Eachtesting session is approximately 4 hours in duratioq but the student will participate
in his normal daily activities for approximately two hours ofthis time.
Please take"a few minutes to read this information. Pleasenotethat all research data is
confidential. To volunteer to participate in this study, please sign and date the following
informed consent form by March 2fth and return it in the enclosed postage-paid return
envelope. If you have any questions regardrng the study, please feel free totontact meat
(716) 667-7460.
Thank you,
Erin}4. Kelly, R.N.
Ithaca College Graduate Student
Department of Exercise and Sport Sciences
Appendix B
INFORMED CONSENT FORM (CONTROL SUBJECTS)
Purpose oithe Study
This study is being conducted to determine if exercise affects attention in
adolescents with affention deficit disorder (ADD) or attention deficit-hlperactivity
disorder (AD1D). Your participation in the study Will assist us in comparison of
non-ADD results to the resuhs ofthose with ADD.
Benefits
This study wilt hetp to identify whether or not exercise is helpful.in trdating
symptoms of inattention in adolescents with ADD. This may assist physicians in
treating ADD in conjunction with medication and other treatments. I
What youwill be asked to do
You will be asked to participate in two exercise sessions and have a study
period on one occasion. One of the two sessions will be to run'30'minutes, with a
hve-minute wann-up (stretching andjoggmg) and five-minute cool-down The
other exercise session will be 30-minutes of intennittent agility drills (e.g. running
while dribbling a ball, running from point to point within a specified amount of
time and given rest time between each drill), with the same wann up and cool
down as described above. The study period will be 30-minutes and srmply involves
quiet study of a zubject you are currently taking at your school (English, History,
"t".;. 
Yo, will take a l4-mintite, game-like computerized test before and after
eacir session. You will take this test once before each session and three times after
each session The total time for each of the thiee sessions will be approximately
four hours, but you will participate in your normal daily activiiies for
approximately two hours of this time. The three sessions will be completed in a
three-week period (one session/week). .
Risk associated with participation
As you ipe probably aware, there is always risk of injury involved with
exercising. To reduce these risks, the exeicise sessions will be relatively safe and
always supervised by a well-trained staff. Yoir will only be allowed to participate if
you. scnolt health record indicates that it is safe for you to participate in physical
Lducation and sports. Minor discomforts (such as muscle soreness) could occur
after these sessions. Fortunately, these discomforts only last for a short time,.
normally going away viithin a few days. If injury should occur' you will be
directed to your school health ofEce for follow-up care'
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Appendix B (confirued)
Need for more iiiftnnation
Call with any-quesfions to:
Erin M. Kelly (716) 667-7460 or
br. G.A. Sforzo (607) 274-3359
Withdrawal from the study
Participation in this study is voluntary and you may withdraw at auy time if
you so choose without p"enalty.
Confidentialitv
Inforrnation gathered during this study will be kept in complete confidence.
Only the researchers will have access to individual participant information All
re,Fortrngpf this info'rmation to outside partie$will be done in group-forrn Your
nairie will never be associated with this information in any future disclosures.
Plehse sign and date below and have your parenUguardian also sign
I have read the abovb and understand its contents. I acknowledge that my parents
must consent to my participation in this study.
(Student Signature) ①江e)
@arent/Guardian S ignature) (Date)
*You have received two copies sf this fom, one to sign and rettun to the
tester and one to keep for your records.
ITHACA OoLLEGtt LIBRARY
―  … ‐ ワ ー
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Appendix B (continued)
Informed Consent Fonn (AD[D Subjects)
i
Puirrose ofthe Study
This study is belng conducted to determine if exercise affects attention in
adolescents with attention deficit disorder (ADD) or attention deficit-hlperactivity'
disorder (4DIID).
Benefits
This study will help to identify whether or not exercise is helpful in treating
synrptons_ of inattention in adolescents with ADD/ADIID- This may assist
pfryti.i-t in treating ADD/ADIID in co4iunction with medication and other
treatments.
What youwillbe askedto do
You will be asked to participate in four exercise sessions and have a study
period on two occasions. During two of the fotr sessions you will run 30-minutes
with a five-minute wann-up (stretching and jogging) and five-minute cool-down.
On another two occasions, you yill particiirate in 3O.minutes of intermittent agility
drills (e.g. running while dribbling a ball, running frompoint to point within a
specified amount of time and given rest time between each drill), with the"same
*urm up and cool down as described above. Two ofthe sessions will be 30-minute
study pitiods and srmply involve quiet study of a subject (English' Ilistory, etc.)
you uri currently taking at your school. On half of these,yisits (running, 'agility
drilh, and study period), you will be asked to refrain from taking your medication
until after the testing session is corgplete for that day. This is'a total of three times
in which you will be asked to not take your medication
After you have signed the consent fon& we will contact your physician for
a signed release for the non-medicated testing sessions'
you will be asked to take a l4-minute, game-like computerized test before
dnd after each session You will take these tests once before and three times after
each session. During the time in-between these post-tests you will continue with
your normal daily activities and return to the test room at the assigned times. The
iotal time for each of the six sessions will be approxirnately four hours, but you
wilt participate in your normal daily activities for approximately two hours of this
time. The six sessions wifl be completed in a six-week period (one session/week).
Initial IIere
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Appcnd破B(contlllllleの
As you are probably aware,thercおalivays risk of珂町 IIIVOIVed枷血
exercおingo To reduce these risks,theじxcrcise essblls win be rclativeサsafe and.
always supervlsed by a weu―tralned憑_You w皿o"be auOWCd to participate
ryour sch。。l ealth record indicates that■b safe for you to participate in
phystd educatbn classes and spo■s。・Minor dis∞面 ■s(suCh aslnlMb
soreness)`COuld occur der these sessiolls.Fo―tely,these di conは)■s only last
for a sho■time,lloma■y going away within a few days.If珂町 ShOuld Occllr,
yOu win bc directed to yollr school health omce for mher follow‐up care.
Need for more info―tion
Cal with any que■iolls to:
Erin M.Kely (716)667‐7460 or
Dr.G.A.Sforzo(60つ274‐3359
Withdrawalttom the studv
Participation in this study is voluntary and you may withdraw at any time if
you so choose without penalty。
Cor面dentialitv
lnfo―tbn gtthered d―g this ttudy will be keptin compbte coddence.
Only the researchers win have accOss to individual particわantinfomatbL A l
reportmg ofthis info―bn to outside parties will be done m group―foIL Yollr
rlame will never be aSsoclated with this info―tio■in any illШ℃discbsllres.
PLase slgn and date bebw and have yollr parent/Frdian also sEL
I have read the above and mderund is contents.I acknowledge that my parents
lnust collsent tO my participation h this study。
(Student signatllre**) Oate)
Carent/Glar月払n Signame) ① ate)
*You have received two copies of this form, one to srgn and return to the
tester and one to keep for your records'
**student to sign at Gow after parental consent is received.
Appendix C
MEDICAL CLEARA}ICE FORM
Dear Dr.
One ofyour patients is participating in a research project at the
Gow School directed by the Department of Exercise & Sport Sciences at Ithaca College. The
research is regarding the effects ofcardiovascular and cardio-perceptual exercise ori adolescent
malm with atteniion deficit disorder. For comparison purposes, we are requesting that the student
not take their prescribed psychostimulant medication on three days (one daylweek for three
weeks). Full detail of this study is enclose4 including purpose, risks, benefits; and methods.
Please fill out the bottom portion of this form indicating whethrer or not this person is capable of
performing these activities offof their medication. A'Self-addressed stamped envelope is
provided for your convenience or you may fax this form to the Gow School Health Offrce at
(X 16) 687 -2083. Thank you.
Patient's N'ame and Address Type of Activities:
-running
-agility drills
-study session
Phone#
The above-named person is given permission to refrain from taking
(medication)
three difFercnt test days,for the rcscarch ofexercおe on adolcscents wtth ADD.
Physician's Name.
(Signed) (date)
Physicianls Name.
(type or print)
Address
Phone #
On
For more information please contact the study's principle investigator:
Erin M. Kelly, graduate student at Ithaca College Dept. of Exercise and Sport Scienca,7924
Ellicott nO., Wit Falls, NY l4l7},(716) 667-7460; or Gary Sforzo, Ph.D., Dept of Exercise &
Sport Sciences, Ithaca College, Ithaca,NY 14850 (607)274-3359
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MEAN HEART RATE DATA FOR SUBJECTS DttG
ACTIVITY SESSIONS
McanHeart Rates cbpO
ADIID
Act市■y
??
Study Hall
Cardiovascular
75.7
167.5
13.8
9。7
13.6
???
?
?
????
?????
77.7   5。4
170.6  5。1
174.2   9。9Cardio-Perceptual 165.6
Motor
Note.Bpm=beats per―ute
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RAW DATA
Note.Dashes indicate that suttect miSSed test。
―OmiSsion erЮr scores are percent遺
values.All other variabL vahes are T‐scoreso A=parttipant輛th diagllosis ofADIID。
C L ILOn‐ADHD control particわanto CV〓cardiovascular exercise sessioL CPM=
cardio‐perceptual rlllotor session.NA=no actiⅥty ession
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Append破El:OmissionErrors cercentileD
10‐min Post 60-IIIm Post
CV CPM
lA
2A
3A
4A
5A
6A
7A
8A
9C
10C
llC
12C
13C
14C
15C
16C
36
3
5
20
6
20
58
13
1
4
0
3
1
0
3
0
40
2
2
20
8
32
41
16
3
0
2
1
1
0
52
2
0
4
3
51
19
1
1
0
1
3
0
7
0
6
0
12
7
2
22
25
11
0
1
0
1
2
1
1
1
43
2
4
9
12
46   ・
54
8
0
2
0
9
2
1
0
1
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NA NANA
lA
2A
3A
4A
5A
6A
7A
8A
9C
10C
llC
12C
13C
14C
15C
16C
31
1
2
9
16
25
57
5
1
0
1
2
3
3
3
0
41
5
2
3
13
18
40
30
0
1
0
0
0
‐
  3
2
0
21
13
1
7
29
34
32
2
1
0
1
0
2
0
49
4
2
6
5
4
59
10
2'
3
0
3    ,,
0
1
1
0
60-min Post  Pre‐test  10-IIlln Post 60-IIm Post ・
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Appendix E2: Reaction Time (T-Scores)
CV
Pre―test
CV
10-min Post
CV
60‐mh Po壺
CPM
Pre―test
CPM
10‐min Post
lA
2A
3A
4A
5A
6A
7A
8A
9C
10C
llC
12C
13C
14C
15C
16C
43.84
55.00
39.07
-1.71
48.22
36.47
‐6.19
33.05
4.85
54.66
59.29
52.07
10。77
37.53
69。26
72.92
52.73
53.73
42.16
‐3.50
54.05
32.72
-4.91
37.59
7.69
60。53
58.13
30。97
40.85
77.47
42.59
54.08
43.46
10.96
56.03
39.68
41.63
8.67
54。97
58.53
48。10
42.88
36.32
78。98
81.44
44.83
53。94
38.25
7.56
42.86
37.00
24.59
18。77
11.22
48.36
56.19
43.29
24.11
43.29
64.42
71.93
46.12
52.46
39。56
8.1・5
49。43
38。96
12.67
19。51
12.91
52.32
62.42
44.49
30。19
43.12
67.31
77.52
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Appendix E2 (continued)
SubieCt
CPM
60…mh Post
NA
Pr←test
NA     NA
10-min Post 60-min Post
lA
2A
3A
4A
5A
6A
7A
8A
9C
10C
llC
12C
13C
14C
15C
16C
47.07
56.26
42.14
1.86
45.56
43.63
4.80
0。39
9。28
53.22
62.50
48.54
32.77
38.88
74。45
78.88
35。85
44.40
48.49
‐7.92
50。88
51.18
8。72
28。14
18.55
53.85
61.26
43.78
33.47
38.82
59。35
77.90
39。81
48.76
46.58
‐2.46
45。63
50.06
-12.78
16.62
9。13
52.92
60.35
44.99
28.31
47.27
62.88
77.63
45。95
58.96
51.32
7¨.82
37.57
16。18
24.14
5.33
54.63
63.64
46.45
45.04
64.05
78.94
|…T…
…日
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Append破E3:Standard Error(T‐SCO e⇒
CV
Pre―tcst 10-min Post 60-min PostPre―test   10-min Post
lA
2A
3A
4A
5A
6A
7A
8A
9C
10C
llC
12C
13C
14C
15C
16C
76.88
53113
50.53
85.43
74.38
67.76
104.68'
55.02
49.01
47.98
38.88
51.97
48.48
43.42
35.04
40。97
72.09
51.68‐
46.37
89。27
48.47
80。20
102.04
54.96
49.78
34.96
51.66
54。24
45.20
38.96
75.56
52.04
47.42
81.34
55。19
79。91
54.72
58.84
42.26
40。98
51.86
49。27
48.30
39。35
38.80
59。94
48.27
69。46
83.71
43.96
67.70
76.34
73.89
49。70
48.48
38.37
50.60
49.49
43。97
40.47
37.95
75。81
51.21
59。89
86.11
53.41
75。13
94.45
81.00
56145
44.78
38.80
59.66
50。94
46。41
45。72
42.84
CV CPM CPM.
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Appendix E3 (continued)
CPM
60-mh Post
NA
Pre―test
NA
10-mh Post 60-mm Post
lA
2A
3A
4A
5A
6A
7A
8A
9C
10C
llC
12C
13C
14C
15C
16C
60.10
67.00
52.40
84.85
71.11
73.80
100.92
81.66
58.56
45.82
36.62
50.11
52.11
50,73
43.36
39。30
78.55
55。22
44.94
94.48
47.58
52.48
101.19
72.45
55。64
43.19
36.52
55。55
44.57
54.74
33.24
36.34
76.43
57.72
48.43
87.12
53.36
55.88
105。18
83.90
52.42
40108
41。12
63.45
40。79
49。27
36.70
38。29
66.44
53.68
51.72
91.90
75.41
95.03
77.23
54。97
36.24
38.29
54.83
46.53
33.33
36。98
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Appendix E4: Reaction Time Block Change (T-Scores)
CV
Pre‐test
CPM
Pre…test
CPM
10-min Post10-min Post 60-min Post
lA
2A
3A
4A
5A ・
6A
7A  '
8A
9C
10C
llC
12C
13C
14C
15C
16C
76.42
57.06
52.49
53.32
57.45
61.18
51.47
56.05
50.51
55.09
52。93
55。47
51.04
49.57
48.62
47.68
53.48
4.78
54.69
62.84
56.54
42.06
36.68
56。24
52.38
48。92
59.41
45。86
50。11
49.97
49.82
43.79
43.06
51.48
68.98
53.40
68.54
54.07
46.29
56.64
49.67
52.24
32.76
48。16
47.65
47.13
60。45
56.26
66.02
72.15
48.04
52.92
68.52
32.38
43.54
50。49
44.50.
43.14
43.29
39.01
37.09
35。17
65。48
31.61
52156
45.03
41.75
50.99
98.02
49.14
52.11
49。15
47.90
37.92
52.15
50。45
50。26
50.06
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Append破E4(continuedu
SubieCt
CPM
60m¨in Post
NA
Pre-test 10-min POst 60-min Post
]   「
lA
2A
3A
4A
5A
6A
7A
8A
9C
10C
llC
12C
13C
14C
15C
16C
59。45
50.37
56.48
49.03
34.86
46.63
66.38
48.21
47.66
51.45
57.58
51.95
60.81
54.49
54.79
55.09
92.71
45.59
43.06
22.14 ・
45.87
41.74
101.08
49.11
69.51
49。33
41.82
43.07
63.39
52.29
51.98
51.66
71.56
46.14
55。91
61.97
62.37
45。72
59.06
28.14
60。43
53.07
51.12
51.74
44。17
45。35
44.23
43.11
47.91
51.86
54.84
17.23
47.97
66。20
67.67
40。92
51.20
55。93
51.23
55.62
56.47
57.31
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Apperd破E5:Standard Error Block Change(T‐ScOre⇒
CV
Pre-test
CPM
Prc…test
CPM
10‐min Post10-min Post 60-min Post
lA
2A
3A
4A
5A
6A
7A
8A
9C
10C
llC
12C
13C
14C
15C
16C
53.12
48.26
50.39
46.37
64.45
64.07
52.50
55.08
56.67
53.90
49.48
48.29
53。35
58.67
58.07
50.32
37.63
51.16
51.69
58.39
55.59
43.02
46.72
64.03
49.83
46.83
46.74
50.47
51.68
60。82
49。99
35.93
48。93
51.65
56.40
45.04
42.76
62.15
54。22
46.32
48.65
45。72
61.43
52.00
57.84
51.33
50.62
69.68
50。98
48.03
51.46
54.46
35.65
46.74
55.08
41.85
44.28
50.90
50.21
55.46
50.05
62.93
46.07
53.24
46.57
56.62
51.78
66.48.
42.48
65。34
49.76
38.48
35.06
50.68
63.63
52.62
59.57
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Appendix E5 (continued)
CPM
60‐min Post
NA
Pre-test
NA
10…min Post 60-mh Post
lA
2A
3A
4A
5A
6A
7A
8A
9C
10C
llC
12C
13C
14C
15C
16C
43.98
41.86
49。48
48.23
17.75
34.36
59。37
41.05
37.93
48.66
55。40
41.25
54.84
55.58
46.83
56.27
78。74
53.90
55.95
40。90
48.05
59。66
78.92
48.68
47.03
46.70
48.01
40.12
48.42
52.90
50.39
39。77
65.09
53.04
48.42
47.82
56.25
53.47
54.53
27.35
53.09
54.62
34.72
46.23
44.72
49。20
56.18
39.05
50。20
43.45
55。70
39。55
47.99
48.82
53.63
43:87
52.40
47.81・
42.56
59。96
53.50
54.79
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Appendix E6: Standard Error Inter-Stimulus Interval (T-Scores)
Subiect
CV
Pre-test
CPM
Prc…tcst
CPM=
10-min Post10-mh Post 60-min Post
lA
2A
3A
4A
5A
6A
7A
8A
9C
10C
llC
12C
13C
. 14C
15C
16C
61.73
54.71
53.13
61.66
92.22
66.24
78.41
46.09
52.80
52.11
47.37
48.80
39.02
61.66
39.09
54。34
72.25
42.27
46.55
74.01
59。41
82.29
73.51
38.46
56.60
36.28
59.04
47.40
51.61
48.83
58.11
53.13
45。67
55。60
67.37
67.40
48。73
54.47
44.99
47.48
53.19
39.52
55.97
38。97
40。98
47.53
55.84
63.75
74.45
57.99
53.99
66.42
75.69
54.14
47.84
40.02
48.79
58.79
54.59
44.53
44.09
80.57
61.89
57.44
75。77
52.63
61.77
72.11
72.52
63.72
46.25
40.42
33.02
41.43
53.40
26.73
56.17
CVCV
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Appendix E6 (continued)
CPM
60‐min Post
NA
Pre‐test
NANA
10-min Post 60-min Post
lA
2A
3A
4A
5A
6A
7A
8A
9C
10C
llC
12C
.13C
14C
15C
16C
48。95
84.20
47.26
69。92
87.12
72:95
79。15
67.32
69.32
52.33
43.90
48.00
44.75
50.77
38.80
37.62
68.87
42.34
49.89
80.01
53.10
32.09
84.94
70.58
52.20
38.35
42.91
52.73
53.63
66.51
44.95
53.66
73.29
47.94
53.56
71.51
53.87
46.36
82.74
75。15
55.54
45。45
40.64
64.58
52.60
40。70
41.86
43.62
60.36
39。96
47.60
78.25
65。34
74.36
65.52
57.25
41.38
41.42
57.12
41。94
48.57
50。13
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Append破E7:Rcaction Time lnter―Stimulus lnterval(T―SCOre⇒
lA
2A
3A
4A
5A
6A
7A
8A
9C
10C
llC
12C
13C
14C
15C
16C
CV
Pre―test
78.58
74。98
67.17
117.81
59.88
70。97
118.11
59.22
56.53
52.41
53.05
59.03
54.88
48.63
49.52
54。24
86.84
55。12
61.17
110.02
55.08
99。10
97.16
60.20
56.74
50。39
77.54
61.35
51.89
54.08
87.05
52.70
44.83
109。24
52.89
82.59
68.68
66.64
48.24
55.69
64.06
23.86
51.90
63.28
49。68
~83.93
61.60
73.51
104.72
56.27
70。14
89.82
94.46
56。32
55。89
50。83
60.53
‐ 33.61
53.23
65。24
51.29
10=mm Post  60-mm Post
CPM
Pre―test
64.59
64.74
73.92
110。33
54.33
75。90
80.65
96.61
56.93
56.36
52.28
72.82
47.85
61.97
60.86
53.54
CPM
10-min Post
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Appendix E7 (continued)
CPMヽ NA NA
 ｀Suttect   60‐min Post  Pre‐test   10‐min Post 60-min Post
lA
2A
3A
仏
`5A
6A
7A
8A
9C
10C
llC
12C
13C
14C
15C
16C
61.44
69.07
66.05
108.86
66.52
77.84
123。99
83.87
60.10
60。13
48。79
71.79
48.62
59:78
70。55
48.08
91.51
63.44
54。27
138.65
54.42
70。97
126。10 '
88.54
54.34
55.80
50.01
68.15
40.52
54.13
50.28
46.40
86.15
81.41
64.52
128.79
55。49
83.38
125。76
89.73
59.75
55.85
46.23
72.62
43.21
63.39
54.23
47.59
70。20
77.69
61.93
140.36
89。39
107.50
71.85
64.18
49.06
47.46
75。80・
56.38
47.44
50。82・
NA
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